Prologue – Saturday, 25 May 2019
It’s about 10:00 pm, I’m getting ready to go to sleep in Byler’s guest
bedroom. We’re getting a ride to Newark Airport at 4:00 am, to catch our flight
to San Francisco. I’ve been stressed all week. I know I’m ready for the actual
bike trip, and if we were leaving from here, on our bikes, with no other
transportation necessary, there would be no problem. I’ve been wound up over
the non-biking travel logistics: breaking down my bike to box it up to safely put it
on an airplane without getting damaged, getting all my other gear packed in a
second checked bag, and confidently knowing I haven’t forgotten anything.
I’m also overly concerned about the many details that can potentially go wrong
in regards to flying: printing boarding passes, getting checked in for the flight,
checking bags, and of course the final circus of passing through the
TSA/Homeland Security checkpoint. These details have been clouding my mind
all week, and as a result I haven’t been eating great – my weight is back down
to about 140 pounds.
On my previous cross-country bike ride, I had a routine that I followed long
before the trip even started, mostly including healthy eating and sleeping habits.
This time I just haven’t been able to get into that rhythm. Curt is a very
regimented person, and I’m assuming that just traveling with him will help me
use this trip to get those details dialed back in.
I think another source of my stress has been all of the planning that has
gone into this adventure. For the last several months I’ve been designing an
itinerary, and scoping out where there are services along those routes. Almost
all of this has been done via a computer, using ridewithgps and Google maps.
I’m hoping that the road surfaces and traffic conditions are acceptable, and
that we don’t have any trouble staying somewhat close to the challenging
timeframe I have laid out.
At least now I know we’re checked in for our flight, the boarding passes
have been printed and stored in a location where we can’t possibly forget them,

and we have a reliable ride scheduled to pick us up in the morning. We have
also confirmed the rental car pickup, and our first night’s lodging in San
Francisco.
Travel Day – Sunday, 26 May 2019
The alarm goes off at 3:30 am. I quickly get dressed and head downstairs,
Curt is making coffee. Dennis, who is driving us to the airport, shows up a little
early, around 3:45 am. We have a minor hassle trying to get out two oversized
bike boxes into the van. We need to cram the second row seats forward as far
as possible, so with a little discomfort to the rear passengers, we manage to fit
everything in. The drive to the airport is flawless, which was expected for this
time of day. There is minimal traffic, and Dennis and Curt pass much of the time
discussing the different running races they have participated in.
Checking bags at the terminal was incredibly easy and quick, but the
security line was extremely long and slow-moving, which has come to be
expected at any time of day. After making it through security, I stop for a rather
disappointing, highly-overpriced breakfast sandwich at a kiosk near our gate.
Everything seems to be running on schedule this morning, so boarding the
plane goes smoothly, and we take off on time. Other than one crying child who
was quickly soothed back to silence, there isn’t much of note that happens on
the flight. I burn two of the five hours watching “The Mule,” a Clint Eastwood
movie, and we land in San Francisco a few minutes early.
The unboarding process happens about as efficiently as can be
expected, and our luggage, including the two oversized bicycle boxes, shows
up in the terminal fairly quickly. Our next step in this process is to get to our
rental car. There is a train that will get us there, but this requires taking two
different elevators as we navigate through the terminal. The doors on the
elevators are not wide enough for us to fit our luggage cart loaded with bicycles.
This means twice we needed to unload the cart into the elevator, then follow

with the empty cart, exit the elevator with the empty cart, and reload it for the
next walking segment. We make it to the train, but our luggage cart is blocking
the entire door to our train car. At several stops we need to exit the train to
allow other passengers to board and unboard, then quickly get back on. All of
this has been somewhat of a hassle, but we manage to find humor in it, as we
are on a very relaxed schedule for the rest of the day.

We arrive at the rental car pickup, and are quickly loaded back into
another minivan to drive the final 45 minutes to the Monte Cristo Bed and
Breakfast. We are allowed to check in early (11:45 am) and the manager
recommends a diner just down the street for breakfast. We drop our luggage in
our rooms, then walk one block to Ella’s American Kitchen. I pay for breakfast
for all of us, since Curt and Karen had agreed to pay for our first night’s lodging.
Breakfast is very good, but seems expensive, until I remember that we are in a
major American city, which tends to drive the cost of everything up. I don’t
even want to think about how much the rooms we are staying in must have cost.
I only eat about half of my breakfast, and box up the remainder. I’m still
not as hungry as I should be. Between my concerns with a heart issue that has
occurred twice over just as many years, my recovering from a bicycle accident
involving an automobile about 18 months ago, the fact that I am in between
jobs and will have to seek some sort of employment as soon as this adventure is
over, stress has ruined my appetite. I am convinced that this issue will resolve

itself within a few days of riding bigger miles. It had better, otherwise I’m not
going to physically be able to do this ride.
We walk back to the Monte Cristo and unbox our bicycles for re-assembly.
This is done in the main walkway area of the bed and breakfast, as there is no
space anywhere else for us to work. Luckily, it is still very early in the day, and
there are not many other guests milling around just yet. The few that we do see
seem more interested in what we are doing than annoyed about us taking over
the space for an hour or so. One man suggests we check the California
Department of Transportation website to make sure the pass we want to cross
through the Sierra Nevada Mountains is fully open, as there is still a lot of snow in
the mountains from recent storms.
Both bikes are assembled, and other than a very minor adjustment to my
front brake, they seem completely ready. Shortly after 3:00 pm, we decide to
take a short spin around San Francisco, just to make sure everything on the bikes
is adjusted correctly and operating properly. San Francisco is a great city for a
test ride, as the hills make the rider have to use all of the gears, and of course
the brakes. We decide we’d like to take a spin down Lombard Street, since
that’s what tourists in San Francisco do, but we’re not really sure where we’re
going. I pull off to the side of the street where I notice a woman installing a bike
rack on her car. She gladly gives us directions after hearing a brief description
of what we’re about to attempt over the next several weeks. We pass 3 blocks
worth of stopped traffic, cars waiting in line to drive on the same street we are
headed for. We finally reach the entrance to Lombard Street, and are able to
ride down the eight switchback curves contained within one city block. We
navigate our way back to Monte Cristo, climbing a couple more short, but
ridiculously steep hills along the way.

We shower before heading out in the van to stop at Target for some
groceries. We buy gallons of bottled water and snack food for riding: granola
bars, Clif bars, single-serve squeeze pouches of applesauce, and a bunch of
bananas. I also pick up a pound of coffee grounds, Peet’s French Roast.
We stop at Chipotle for takeout on the way back to Monte Cristo, where
we sit down to eat around 6:00 pm. I’m finally able to eat what seems like a
reasonable amount of food. Hopefully my stress is gone, because tomorrow
starts the real journey. It has been a very long day, especially when we consider
the extra three hours gained from time zone change from Eastern to Pacific.
We’ll all sleep great tonight.
Day 01 – Monday, 27 May 2019, Memorial Day
San Francisco, CA to Sacramento, CA

155.55 miles

My alarm goes off at 6:00 am. I get dressed for a day of riding, then head
out to the common area where I sit with Karen for a cup of coffee. One of the
other guests approaches, he must have overheard us talking yesterday. He asks,
“Are you a part of that bike team that’s going across the country?” We got a
little chuckle out of that, but enjoyed the momentary false sense of grandeur.
I guess Karen may have pulled some strings yesterday, as it seems Andre,
the cook from South Africa, came in early to start on breakfast. We have bacon,
egg, and cheese sandwiches on sourdough bread around 6:30, get all of our
luggage loaded into the van, and are ready to roll just after 7:00.

We take city streets to Golden Gate Park, then the road through the park,
with a short section of gravel trail mixed in as we cross the park, only because
this trip is supposed to be about the adventure associated with occasionally
getting off pavement. We exit the southwest corner of the park, and make our
way onto Ocean Beach, the “official” start of the journey. Karen is already
there, in the van, waiting for us to arrive.
One of the main goals of this trip was to connect the Pacific Ocean to the
Atlantic, so to make it official we feel the need to actually touch the water of
the Pacific before getting on our bikes. The tide is low, so this means walking our
bikes across several hundred feet of soft beach sand to get to the water, and
back again to get to the pavement. Before we even officially get started, there
is sand in our shoes, and a little bit on the drivetrain of our bikes.

We ride city streets to the California Coastal Trail, which leads us through
the Presidio to the Golden Gate Bridge. With the combination of our Garmin
navigation, and the signage near the end of the bridge, we figure out how to
gain access, and ride across. The Golden Gate Bridge is one of those things
that pictures just can’t do justice. Until you are physically in the presence of
something that large, it is hard to get an idea of just how enormous it really is,
and how high above the water you are traveling.

We have to make a slight detour on the other side of the bridge, to get
back on our originally planned course, but nothing too time consuming or
difficult for us to figure out. We ride through some nice towns with beautiful
scenery, often on a bike path or bike lane. The bicycle-friendly infrastructure in
California is making the ride much less stressful than I had thought it would be.
In Petaluma, after riding about 53 miles, we decide to stop at an In-N-Out
Burger for lunch. We check in with Karen, who is about a 15 minute drive away.
After a cheeseburger, fries, and lemonade, we get back on the road, planning
on meeting Karen further along. She knows the route we are taking, and has the
ability to find our location via a location sharing app on our phones, or also a
GPS tracker I am carrying.
After about another 10 miles, our course briefly deviates from the main
road, on an obviously less-travelled road. We happen to be stopped for a quick
break, when up rolls Karen in the van. This is a good opportunity for us to refill
our water, Gatorade, and snack supplies on our bikes.
We are now getting into California wine country (Sonoma, Napa), and
the scenery has evolved to orchards and vineyards. If we were wine drinkers this
could have been the end of the trip, as it seemed there was a different winery
with a tasting facility every few miles.

Entering Fairfield, the Linear Bike Trail runs along I-80 and through the town.
There are a lot of people on bikes, but not athletic cyclists or people out for a
leisurely ride like we’re accustomed to seeing on the trails back home. It
appears to be mostly homeless types, and there are several sketchy, semipermanent camps located at various locations directly alongside the trail. We
don’t necessarily feel unsafe riding here, but at the same time we are motivated
to keep moving to get to a nicer area. The afternoon wind is out of the south
today, which is mostly working to our advantage.
When we get to Davis, our route has us following the trail through the
Shields Grove Arboretum, which is unfortunately undergoing some construction.
We are receiving an unexpected tour of part of the University of California Davis
campus while trying to get back on course.
From Davis to West Sacramento, we are riding on a ten-mile stretch of
bike path that is parallel, and directly adjacent to I-80. Although there is a
concrete divider between the path and the highway, the noise from the traffic is
very loud, and it is difficult to communicate. It is nice that there is a path option
to keep us off the highway, but it feels like we are on the highway, and this is
one of those sections that we just want to get finished.
Karen is waiting for us, and already has rooms booked at the Motel 6 in
Sacamento. I make a couple calls to my mom & dad before jumping in the
shower. I also make plans to meet up with Sebastian, a friend that I know from
when I lived in Denver, who is now living in Sacramento. My phone dies right
after I finish making my calls, and I can’t even get it to take a charge when I
plug it into the wall. I’m thinking this may be a serious issue that I’m going to
have to deal with later.
We walk next door to Denny’s for dinner, where I have the pot roast
dinner with mashed potatoes and vegetables. Sebastian meets us at Denny’s.
Although he doesn’t have much time to hang out, and we are tired from a long
day of riding, it’s great to see an old friend and catch up briefly.

I somehow got my phone working again after dinner. There must have
been some sort of glitch earlier that caused that unnecessary panic. I don’t feel
like I’m eating nearly as much as I should be, but I am feeling very strong,
especially after such a long day with so many miles
Day 02 – Tuesday, 28 May 2019
Sacramento, CA to Minden, NV

123.59 miles

My alarm goes off at 6:00 am, I meet Curt outside and we walk across the
street to McDonald’s for breakfast: sausage, egg, and cheese muffin, hash
browns, and of course coffee. We’re both pleasantly surprised by the quality of
the food, as our opinion of fast-food standards has been lowered over the years,
and this morning McDonald’s is actually a fairly enjoyable breakfast.
We walk back over to the hotel, pack our luggage in the van, top off our
fluids and snacks, apply sunscreen, and get on the road right around 7:30.

It’s fairly flat riding for the first 30 or so miles. The morning rush traffic
heading the other direction, into Sacramento, is like a parade. We exit the
metropolitan area, ride through a little bit more wine country outside the city,
then we’re out on the open road where services become more sparse.

We stop for a short break and discuss the idea of a second breakfast.
About three more miles down the road, we see something called the Donut
Street Café. We were really hoping for something more substantial to eat than
donuts, but as we pass, I notice a large sign advertising that they also have
breakfast sandwiches. This seems like the obvious place to stop, so we turn
around and head in. The sausage, bacon, egg, and cheese muffin here is so
much better than the breakfast at McDonald’s earlier this morning. I decide
coconut water will probably be better than coffee, and we get donuts on the
way out. I split an apple fritter with Curt, and also get another glazed donut for
myself.

Karen pulls into the parking lot as we are about to get back on the road,
so we top everything off again. Not too much later, the flat riding ended, and
65 miles of almost all climbing started.
It starts with Fiddletown Road, a nice, windy climb that seems to be
popular with motorcycles. In another 15 miles, we turn on Shake Ridge Road, an

equally enjoyable climbing road, but it is closed about a mile before we reach
our next turn. Curt and I decide to take a dirt road that I see indicated on my
map. Although it is marked as private, we don’t see any other realistic option,
so we decide to proceed cautiously. We don’t want to piss off the locals, but
we also don’t want to have to backtrack 10 miles downhill to make a detour.

We meet Karen at Cook’s Station, at about mile 60 for the day. I have
half of a grilled turkey sandwich and fries with iced tea. I wrapped half of
sandwich for later, and put it in the frame bag on my bike. Karen had talked
with some California Department of Transportation workers a little further back,
and it turns out that we could have gotten through that last road closure on our
bikes without taking the short detour on the private, dirt road. We also talked
with Ed and Leslie, two locals in the middle of an afternoon road ride. We shared
biking stories with them over lunch.

We climb for the next 35 miles. Karen meets us a few places along the
way to make sure we don’t need anything, and we take a few extra breaks

along the way to rest, stretch, and eat. I’m overjoyed to find the other half of
that sandwich in my bag that I had forgotten about.

We hit Carson Pass (mile 95) around 7:30 pm, then proceed to drop about 4,000
feet over then next 30 miles, coasting at about 45 miles per hour at times. There
are a few small rises along the way, but for the most part, we are flying down
the hill, a reward for all of the climbing we have just done.

As the sun goes down, we stop at the California/Nevada state line to take
a picture, and Curt’s burpee video. There’s a much longer story than needs to
be included here about Curt and the “burpee” exercise, but the short version is
that we decided to stop at every state line crossing to make a short video of
Curt doing a burpee. This will be the first of many to come.

We need to use headlights for rest of the fast roll into Minden, where Karen
is waiting for us with rooms reserved at the Holiday Inn. After showers, we drive
over to Katy’s Country Kitchen (located inside the Carson Valley Inn Casino) for
dinner around 10:00 pm: meatloaf, veggies, baked potato, salad, root beer
float, and share Karen’s chocolate cream pie for dessert.
We’re planning on doing laundry tomorrow morning while we eat
breakfast. We won’t be in a hurry to roll out early, as we have a shorter (less
than 100 miles) day planned. Curt and I each brought three sets of clean riding
clothes, so part of our plan is to find some sort of laundry facility at least every
three days, to avoid having to wash clothing by hand if we can help it.
Day 03 – Wednesday, 29 May 2019
Minden, NV to Fallon, NV

123.59 miles

My alarm was set for 7:00 am, but I am up at 6:30. I head down to the
lobby for a cup of coffee, and to get quarters for the laundry machine. The
hotel is out of quarters, so I walk over to the Maverik convenience store to buy a
roll. Back at the hotel, I eat a bacon, sausage, and egg biscuit while I wait for
Curt, so that we can get all of our laundry done together in one load.
While the laundry is washing I drink more coffee, and have a bowl of raisin
bran while Curt eats his breakfast. Karen is sleeping in and is planning on
meeting us later in the morning in Carson City.
We move the laundry to the dryer, which gives me some time to relax,
and make phone calls to family, since I didn’t get a chance last night because
we got in so late. When the laundry is finished it’s time to fold, organize, pack,
take bags to the van, apply sunscreen, top off fluids and snacks, and we’re on
the road at 10:00 am.

We’re making great time spinning on some flat paved roads, but after
about 10 miles, we turn out of a neighborhood onto a sandy road. This is slightly
challenging, but able to be ridden with a little extra effort and concentration.
Along the way we stop at a random couch on the side of the road for a short
break. The couch, along with other debris in the area, is riddled with bullet holes,
most likely from locals using it for target practice.

We grind along the sandy road for a couple more miles, at one time
being swarmed by butterflies. After a short, fun, fast, sandy downhill, we briefly
cut through a neighborhood on pavement, then the adventure we didn’t
bargain for begins. Although we are explicitly following the map directions, we
don’t seem to be on any trail, we are just bushwhacking through the desert
along the bank of the Carson River.

We come to a fence, about five to six feet tall with barbed wire along the
top, and we are only about 50 yards from where we are supposed to connect
to the next paved road. We decide to take the adventurous chance of going
around the fence, since we are so close to the next road, so we do some more
severe bushwhacking through the brush closer to the river to access a point
where we can climb under the fence with our bikes. We scramble up the hillside
to where the road is, only to realize that we are blocked from the road by an
even bigger, stronger-looking fence.
We reverse tracks, down the steep hillside, and back under the fence
which we follow up an even steeper, crumbling hillside to finally access the

paved road, only about 100 yards up from where our map had told us we
should have. A little more pavement leads us to the Mexican Ditch Trail, a flat,
gravel canal path which leads us into the outskirts of Carson City.

In Carson City, we call Karen, and wait for her to meet us for second
breakfast at Betsy’s Café, located inside Slot World Casino. I plow through a
breakfast burrito with a side of beans, happy that I am able to eat like a champ
again.

We are now getting on US50, dubbed “the Loneliest Road in America,”
since most of the major traffic that originally used the old US highway system is
now using the newer, wider, controlled-access interstate highways instead. We
are making incredible time, traveling at 20 miles per hour or more because of
assistance from a tailwind, but randomly, and suddenly, the wind just reverses
direction. Now we are riding into a headwind, having to take turns pulling each
other. No problem, Curt and I are a pretty good team. We’ve ridden thousands

of miles with each other, and work well together riding through adverse
conditions.

We detour off the pavement onto a gravel road that runs parallel for
several miles, back to the pavement for a while, then onto another gravel
frontage road. We stop to take a picture, when Curt realizes he had dropped his
phone! The bag he has been storing it in on his handlebars must not have been
securely closed, and it bounced out on one of the rougher sections of gravel
road. We begin to backtrack, hoping that it fell out recently, and we will see it
on the road. I phone Karen, and through the “Find Friends” app, she is able to
determine that we dropped it about 20 miles back, on the first gravel road
section. We decide to continue on our planned course while Karen drives back
in the van to the spot where she is able to locate Curt’s phone.

Karen successfully locates Curt’s phone and meets us in the WalMart
parking lot in Fallon. She has booked us rooms at the Comfort Inn, where we
shower before walking next door to “VnPho!” for dinner. I don’t have cellular
service here, so I can’t make calls back home, but I am able to use the WiFi to
send a few text messages, and upload my ride data to Strava.
I lubricated my bike chain for first time since we left, something that should
be getting done every day. It was a lot messier than I like to let it get. I’m
surprised hat I have not needed to add air to my tires since I set up new tubeless
tires a week ago.
Curt and I have been pretty good at reminding each other to drink more
fluids to stay properly hydrated during the day, but probably not enough. My
urine having more color than normal, and my dry lips tell me that I’m a little
dehydrated. This is something that I will need to pay more attention to,
especially with several days of desert riding remaining.
Day 04 – Thursday, 30 May 2019
Fallon, NV to Austin, NV

112.96 miles

I’m up at 5:30, ten minutes before my 5:40 alarm, so I get mostly packed
before walking over to breakfast with Curt at 6:00. I force down some lukewarm
scrambled eggs and sausage links sandwiched in an English muffin, a container

of yogurt, along with coffee and orange juice. I head back to the room, finish
packing, then head out to the van and meet Curt for our daily topping off fluids
and snacks, and applying sunscreen ritual. It’s looking like it should be a nice,
cool, partly cloudy day. There is still a little dampness on the pavement from
some overnight rain, but it is drying quickly. Curt had noticed a BMW touring
motorcycle in the parking lot earlier, and now its owner was outside packing up
for his adventure. We share a few travel stories with him before getting on the
road around 7:15.

We zig-zag through town, to a side highway that leads us back to US-50.
This takes us past the Fallon Naval Air Station, the newer TopGun training facility.
The temperature is perfect, mid-to-high 60’s, and we are rolling at about 16mph
for a long time, until we hit our first small climb. Karen is waiting for us at the
bottom of the first descent, where we top off fluids, then continue rolling at a
pretty good speed until we regroup again at Middlegate.
Middlegate is a funky little bar/restaurant in the middle of nowhere in the
desert. It is decorated with all sorts of signed photos and memorabilia from

Navy fighter pilots. We also added to the collection of signed dollar bills that
wallpaper the entire ceiling – there must be thousands of dollars stapled up
there! I have a reuben, fries, and a Dr. Pepper, which leaves me feeling bloated
for the next few hours, but it was incredibly good.

Curt got to talking motorcycles with a guy outside on another BMW
touring bike. He recommended that we deviate from our planned course on
US-50 to take NV-722 instead. This will take us up and over Carroll Summit, rather
than taking US-50, which goes around the mountain. This is supposed to be a
more scenic route that should take off a few miles, but probably add more time
because of the extra climb.
Two miles from Middlegate, we stop at a roadside attraction known only
as the “shoe tree.” As one may expect, it is a lone tree in the middle of the
desert that is littered with hundreds of pairs of shoes dangling from its branches,
reminiscent of some sort of fraternity prank. If we had an extra pair of shoes, we
would add to the collection, but we don’t, so we move on.

In another two miles we get to the intersection where we decide to take
the advice of the motorcyclist back at Middlegate, and turn off of US-50 onto
NV-722 to begin the long, slow climb up Carroll Summit. It’s relatively easy at the
bottom, with the grade getting progressively steeper the higher we go, but
reasonable (around 6% maximum) the entire way up. We pass through several
open range areas, which means the cows are not fenced from the road. We
see several close by, including one bull who I swear was giving us a look.

Karen is waiting for us at the top of the pass, where Curt and I briefly
detour onto a side dirt road that goes a little higher up the mountain. This is
completely unnecessary, but it’s there, and we like adventure.

We are both ready for a screaming fast downhill, but the weather
changed, and we eventually find ourselves fighting a pretty fierce headwind.
We get a little rain, but it’s only a gentle shower. Karen later tells us that she

drove through some nasty weather on that stretch, with a heavy downpour and
sleet! Luckily, we must have come through after it passed.
For most of the day, we had been trading 30-minute pulls – each of us
taking about a half hour in the lead before switching positions. This was less for
offering a draft advantage, than it was for offering a change of scenery for
whoever was in the rear. We decided to change our schedule to a 5-minute
interval, since that was about the longest either of us could stand pulling into this
horrible headwind.
There’s a lot of math that goes on in my head during efforts like this: If
we’re averaging about 12mph, taking 5-minute pulls, and we still have 12 miles
to go until our destination, that means we have about an hour to go, we’ll be
switching places every mile or so, and we’ll each end up taking about 6 pulls
until we get there. And each time we switch places, I’ll recalculate to see if we
have gained or lost any ground. It may seem silly, but it’s something to occupy
my mind to take my thoughts off of the difficulty of the situation.

The American desert is not quite as desolate as one may imagine. We are
passing many ranches, mostly cattle, but also some horses. There is sparce
wildlife also, like the prairie dogs we occasionally see poking their heads up from
the earth.

Karen is waiting for us at the Pony Canyon Motel in Austin. This is a funky
place with tiny rooms and paper-thin walls. We shower before getting in the
van to go get ice cream at the Toiyabe Café before dinner, but it is closed.
Instead we end up at the International Hotel where I have a ½-pound bacon
cheeseburger and fries. This is some of the best bacon I’ve ever had, and their
hand-cut French fries are also remarkably good. We have been eating some
great food on this trip!

We walk next door to the Chevron to get an ice cream bar, then head
back to the motel to turn in early. Tomorrow we are planning on riding with full
touring gear, since it is a much shorter day. This will give us a little practice of
what it will be like once Karen is not with us to carry our luggage. I watch an
episode of “Deadwood” on HBO before going to sleep.
Day 05 – Friday, 31 May 2019
Austin, NV to Eureka, NV

71.28 miles

I had planned on getting up at 6:00, but the sound of a rooster crowing
wakes me up at 5:30. I walk next door to the Chevron to get a couple coffees
for me and Curt then get everything packed on my bike. I talk with a woman
named Katherine in the parking lot, whose bike touring stories put mine to
shame. She rode all the way to Argentina when she finished college back in
1989. I could have spent hours talking with her, but we have our own adventure
to continue.

Around 7:15, we ride about ¼ mile up the road to the Toiyabe Café for
bacon, eggs, hashbrowns, pancakes, and more coffee.

Shortly after 8:00 we are back on the road, heading up the pass leading out of
town. Even on this hill, I’m managing to keep my heart rate regulated. We
have gotten better at holding back our effort, which is a good thing considering
how many day we’ll be at this.

On our first downhill with full touring weight, we learned very fast that the
extra load will cause quite a resonant wobble at high speeds. Being that we like
going fast, we also quickly learned a few handling techniques to get it back
under control without having to slow down.
At one point we did pull over to the side of the road to allow a courteous
semi driver to pass. He had been behind us for quite some time at about 35mph,
and did not even attempt to pass us until we pulled off.

Karen meets us at about mile 30 to refill fluids. Since there is really nothing
between towns out here in the desert, she decides to push ahead to Eureka to
pick up some lunch, then backtrack to meet us again. We meet her again at
about mile 50 for a turkey sandwich and chips.
The terrain out here can be difficult to read. The long, straight stretches of
road make it hard to tell what the grade is. “Why am I struggling? This looks

completely flat!” The Garmin says it is 4% uphill, not flat, don’t be fooled. At
least there is an explanation of why it seems like we’re struggling at time.

Most of our ride today was into a headwind. This can be somewhat
demanding, but we are getting better at holding back, reducing our effort, and
just slowing down. We are on vacation, not in a race. This has been the easiest
day of riding yet, and the shorter distance was also a big factor in this.
The wind dies down a little bit as we hit the last climb before Eureka. We
roll into town, where Karen has one room reserved at the Eureka Gold Country
Inn. This is a nice place, and the over-sized hallways seem reminiscent to the
Overlook Hotel from the movie, “The Shining.” Curt and I seriously debate
camping outside for the night, but after heading to Karen’s room for a shower,
we decide to just stay the night there instead. It turns out this was a good
decision, as a thunderstorm rolls through while we are eating dinner.
I have the chile verde plate at the Urban Cowboy restaurant. I love some
good Mexican food! I also have my first beer of the trip, the Icky IPA from Great
Basin Brewing Company in Sparks, NV. We get talked into some butter cake
with vanilla ice cream for dessert.

We head back to the hotel to do laundry before bed. So far we have
ridden 550 miles in 5 days, and we both feel great. I have been having a shin
splint issue in my right leg, which is annoying, but tolerable. Curt has shown me
some stretches he learned to combat this as a runner, and I’ll take some
ibuprofen in the morning to see if that helps at all.
Day 06 – Saturday, 01 June 2019
Eureka, NV to Ely, NV

77.51 miles

We meet in the lobby for breakfast at 6:00, which is nothing special:
microwaved breakfast burritos, coffee, orange juice, and an apples and
cinnamon Quaker oatmeal packet. Curt and I share a table with an older (72
years) gentleman named Jerry from Lubbock, TX. He is in town for a clay pigeon
shooting competition to raise money for the FFA (Future Farmers of America).
He’s traveled all over the country, and still has a few bucket list items he hopes
to get to.
Curt and I decide to ride fully loaded with luggage again, since we have
another sub-100 mile day planned. We load the bikes, fill fluids and snacks,
apply sunscreen, lube chains, air up tires, and are on the road at 7:30.

Our day starts with a five mile long, winding climb through a valley with
beautiful scenery. This is followed by a 10 mile long downhill. The great thing
about today’s ride is that there will not be much grinding through the flats,
rather a lot of climbing and descending, which is much more enjoyable, and
less phycologially torturing. We will cross four mountain summits today.

Karen meets us at the top of the second climb, after 24 miles, for a typical
refill. The weather has been great for most of the day with temperatures in the
60’s and 70’s. Karen met us again at 12:30, at about mile 50. She said she
would go ahead to Ely to pick up lunch, then return to meet us, like she did
yesterday.

This is when things got interesting. We got hit with lightning, thunder,
severe crosswinds from our right, then a little bit of hail. At times we were
questioning whether it was still safe to be riding, but we pushed on. It’s not like
there was anywhere we could stop to find shelter of any kind to protect us. The
temperature had dropped from about 60 to 40 degrees within a span of about
30 minutes. Our clothing was soaked through, and our hands and feet were
getting numb. This storm was supposed to blow through quickly, which is why
we tried to ride it out without stopping to put on our rain gear, but it turns out this
was a bad idea.
When Karen met up with us again with lunch, we sat in the van for about
an hour with the heat blasting, trying to warm up. We split the pork barbecue
and chicken sandwiches with fries she brought, then decided to put on our rain
gear for the remainder of the 15 mile descent into Ely – something we should
have done the instant the weather changed.
About seven miles after we continued, I got a flat tire, the sealant just
wouldn’t plug the hole. I stopped, plugged the hole, added some air, then we
continued on. The rain stopped shortly after this incident, the temperature went
back up into the 60’s, and we were warm and mostly dry by the time we rolled
into Ely.
Karen had booked a couple rooms at the Hotel Nevada, but a power
outage from the storm forced us to relocate to the Jail House Motel, just around
the corner. After showers, we drive to La Fiesta for yet another excellent meal. I

have a beef burrito, chile relleno, tamale, fried ice cream for dessert, and a
really good margarita.

We stop at the Silver State Restaurant to buy lunch for tomorrow, since it
looks like there will not be many (if any) options for services for the next 150 miles.
We plan on stopping there for breakfast in the morning before rolling out of
town.
Day 07 – Sunday, 02 June 2019
Ely, NV to Delta, UT

157.32 miles

My alarm goes off at 5:00am, as planned. Unfortunately my phone, which
is what I use for an alarm, has prematurely advanced itself into the next time
zone. This means that it is really only 4:00 am! At 4:30, when my phone is telling
me that it is 5:30, I knock on Curt’s door to see why he isn’t moving yet, then we
realize the mistake I’ve made. I accidentally robbed Curt of an extra half hour
of sleep, and I have to wait around an hour while he gets ready. We’re all a
little annoyed by this incident, but I’m sure we’ll all get a good laugh out of it
later.
Just after 6:00 am we spin the half mile to the Silver State Restaurant for
breakfast. Our waitress, Ashley, is the same girl who last night got us our lunches
for today. I have “Nardi’s Breakfast:” bacon, eggs, loaded hash browns, coffee,
with a biscuit as big as my head – it was huge!

We make pretty good time on the flattish road out of town, but the small
mountain we have to cross slows things down a bit. We both notice the
difference from riding our lighter bikes again. We had decided to utilize the
support van to carry our luggage since we are planning on covering 150 miles
today.

The following downhill enables us to cover the next nine miles in under 20
minutes, with little to no pedaling effort. The hardest part is staying in a
somewhat aerodynamically tucked position for such a long period of time.

We meet up with Karen at another point on our course where we are
supposed to deviate from US-50, which goes the longer way around and over a
mountain, to take a dirt road that will supposedly take us directly up and over it.
We refill our supplies and part ways with Karen.
As we roll along the dirt road, we notice that the further we go, the
steeper and rockier it is getting. Curt looks up ahead, and asks where the road
is, all he can see is the where the powerlines cross the mountain. I’m assuming
that there must be an access road, or some trail that we just can’t see yet, so

we push on a little further. After almost 2 miles, we realize that there really is no
road that goes where the map is showing us, only the powerlines. It would take
a ridiculous amount of time, if it were even possible to hike our bikes up that,
and we have no idea if the other side of the mountain will offer the same kind of
terrain. We determine that the best, most efficient plan is to backtrack down
the dirt road, and get back on US-50, to follow the route Karen is driving.

US-50 takes us up and over Sacramento Pass, and we sail for the next 45
minutes to cover the 17 miles to the Nevada/Utah state line. This is also the line
between Pacific and Mountain time zones, so we are losing one hour because
of the time change. It’s time to film Curt’s second burpee video, and meet with
Karen, who is holding our “Silver State” sandwiches that we bought last night.

This is an odd place. We are in the middle of nowhere in the desert, yet
there is a casino and rest area here. This means that there is a picnic table for us
to sit down to eat, and Karen goes inside to get us an ice cold Coke to share.

We have a massive club sandwich, with incredibly good bacon. The
other sandwich is turkey on sourdough, also impressively large. Both come with
homemade chips. We each only eat ¼ of each sandwich, not wanting to get
too filled up with so many miles yet to ride, and save the rest for later.
We roll with a tailwind for a while, but then the wind shifts, in an instant.
The temperature began to noticeably drop, and the shy looked like it was about
to do something nasty. After yesterday’s lesson learned from the changing
weather, we decide to not take any chances, and stop to put on our rain gear.
Before we even have the chance to get fully dressed, the sky opens up. It starts
as a nasty thunderstorm, and very quickly turns to hailstones the size of grapes.
The temperature has dropped from 75 degrees, 25 minutes ago, to 41 degrees.
The hailstones are large enough to hurt, and even with a bicycle helmet on,
they are finding their way into the air holes and pelting our heads.
Curt is standing next to his bike, holding his rain pants over his head for
some kind of cover. I curl up in a ball underneath my bike, using the frame bag
for protection. This goes on for at least 15 minutes, and all we can do is wait it
out, and try to convince ourselves that this will make a great story to tell later, as
long as we survive it.

The hail slows then turns to only rain. We decide to get the rain gear on,
and try to continue on, except we can’t see the road, it is buried under a depth
of close to an inch of hailstones. Luckily, a single passing car (who does stop to
see if we are okay) leaves tire tracks through the hailstones, and we re able to
follow them. About another mile down the road we hit a distinct line where the

hail cover just stops. It must be the exact edge of where that storm had
stopped. The rain slows, and the temperature goes back up. We need to stop
again to take off the rain gear, especially since we are climbing another hill,
generating a lot of body heat.

The temperatures creep back into the high 70’s, and we are riding into a
headwind. Another rain storm rolls through, so we stop to put the rain gear back
on. Even after the storm passes we decide to just leave it on, since the sun is
going down, and the temperature should begin to drop soon. We already feel
as though we are running late and as close as we are to our destination, we
don’t want to waste the few minutes it will take to stop for yet another wardrobe
change.

Karen is waiting for us in Delta, and already has rooms reserved at the
Budget Motel. While we are showering, Karen drives over to McDonald’s, the
only place in town that is open at 10:30 on a Sunday night. We eat a rather
disgusting amount of food including two chicken sandwiches, a large salad, fries,
and a milkshake. We packed a lot of adventure into today, and are exhausted.

We discuss shortening the route tomorrow, so we can sleep just a little later and
have some recovery time in the evening while we get laundry done.
Day 08 – Monday, 03 June 2019
Delta, UT to Salina, UT

66.54 miles

My alarm was set for 7:00, but someone sent me a text, and the audible
alert from that wakes me up at 6:00, so I decide to just get up and get moving. I
pack all my gear, fill fluid containers, and grab an English muffin and coffee. I
make calls to my mom and dad, since I didn’t get a chance to last night. Curt is
having problems with his work-issued phone, which is another long story in itself.
While he is dealing with technical support, I load my luggage in the van, apply
sunscreen and oil the chains on both our bikes. Curt notices that he has welts on
the back of his legs from getting pelted with hailstones yesterday.

We roll out nice and slow this morning, at a recovery pace. We are riding
on dirt and roads for most of the morning. At one point the navigation tries to
direct us along a powerline through fenced-in ranch land, but we don’t fall for it
this time. After a very short detour we are soon back on the plotted course.

We see a total of about 4 cars all morning, including one rancher named
Jerry who seemed impressed by the short version of our travel story. He offered
us a description of the road we would encounter between there and Scipio.

The I-15 frontage road offers us a fast gravel descent into Scipio. We meet
with Karen briefly before heading to what seems to be our only option for lunch,
the Dairy Queen in the Flying J truck stop. We were really hoping to find a good

local diner, but instead I eat a fish sandwich with onion rings and a Heath Bar
Blizzard.

It’s a slow grind uphill on US-50 out of Scipio, which is followed by another
long, fast descent. We cover the next 9 miles in 20 minutes then roll into Salina.
Karen has rooms reserved at the Econo Lodge where we shower and get a load
of laundry done before driving to Mom’s Café for dinner. I feast on liver and
onions with green beans, a baked potato, salad bar, tomato/macaroni soup,
and a scone that tastes just like funnel cake. This makes up for having to settle
on fast food for lunch.

We head back to the hotel and get our second load of laundry washed
and dried. I get all my gear as packed as I can, leaving out only what I’ll need
in the morning. This will help expedite our departure tomorrow.
Day 09 – Tuesday, 04 June 2019
Salina, UT to Castle Dale, UT

75.57 miles

My alarm was set for 6:00, but I’m up at about 5 minutes before. I pack
my luggage in the van and walk over to breakfast at 6:25. I have some coffee,
a waffle, a pancake, and some yogurt. At 6:34 I send Curt a text to see why he
isn’t there yet. He had set his alarm for pm instead of am, so it looks like I will be
waiting a little while for him to get ready. We’ll be getting a later start than
planned, but this is also going to be a shorter riding day so it’s not a big issue.
We fill bottles and snacks, put on sunscreen, and roll out just before 8:00.

We head out of town and begin our 25 mile climb. We start on the gravel,
I-70 frontage road. We notice many hoof prints in the road, and assume that
they must have been made very recently, or they would have washed away in
last night’s rain. There is also an abundance of fresh cow pies in the road. Not
too much later we come across the cause, a cattle drive. A family of ranchers is
taking their cattle higher up on the mountain to graze for the summer. They
happen to be stopped for lunch, and offer us food! Of course we can’t pass
that up. I have a slice of watermelon, and we each have a beef barbecue
sandwich and a few Oreo cookies. This is a very friendly group of people, and
we talk with them for a short bit before pushing on.

Our route takes us through two old rail tunnels blasted through the rock,
and we are soon back on pavement. We are still climbing, and noticing an
increase in the number of semi trucks we are seeing. We then find the cause of
the truck traffic, a coal mine near the top of the mountain.

We finally summit the hill on Convulsion Road. The following downhill is fast
enough that we miss a turn. We catch our mistake very quickly, and backtrack
to correct it. We’re back on course, traveling downhill, and again are notified
that we have missed a turn. We reverse to where the turn is supposed to be, but
find that the only access is gated, and the terrain does not look like we would
be able to ride it even if it was not. After consulting with the map, we decide to
continue on the paved road on which we are currently descending. This detour
will add a some distance, but it looks as though it will meet up with the same
road as our planned route, only a few miles away.

Karen managed to find us along to way and stopped to refill our supplies.
She’s going to go ahead to the town of Emery and find a spot for us to sit and
eat lunch. We continue on and meet up with her again, and sit under a pavilion
in the town park to eat. Karen had picked up a couple sandwiches as she was
leaving Salina. She didn’t have any options, and took what she could get, so
we are happy to have some calories, but really, these sandwiches suck! We
also eat some potato chips, and share a coke from a nearby vending machine.

Karen is going to go ahead to Castle Dale to get herself a room for the
night. Curt and I are toying with the idea of camping tonight. The next stop we
make is in Ferron, where we see the “Krazy Kones” trailer in the parking lot of the
local market. We are hoping for ice cream, and support the idea of supporting
kids trying to keep busy for the summer, but shaved ice with flavored syrup is a
mild disappointment.

On the last stretch of UT-16 heading into Castle Dale, I notice a headlight
approaching. It seems to be moving too slowly to be a motorcycle. It’s another
cyclist, carrying as much gear as we will when our bikes are fully loaded. We
cross the road to chat briefly with Blake from Steamboat Springs, CO. He used
to work at Moots bicycle company, and is on the early part of an adventure
that will take him to Bryce Canyon and beyond.

We stop at the city building in Castle Dale to ask about camping options.
The only legal place would be to ride another 15 miles into the San Rafael Swell

area of the desert, so we decide to just get a second room at the Village Inn.
The lady at the city building did give us some good information, and a set of
maps showing ATV trails that we can compare with our planned route into
Moab tomorrow.
We walk across the street to Fatty’s for dinner. I have a salmon filet with
corn and mashed potatoes. After dinner we walk over to the Maverik for an ice
cream bar and cup of coffee. Then we walk a few more blocks to Stewart’s
Market to pick up extra ride snacks and something for Curt to clean his water
bottles. It turns out Karen had tried to clean them last night, but the only thing
she had to use for soap was shampoo. Curt had been noticing the shampoo
taste throughout the day, and he’s going to try to get rid of it with dish soap
followed by a baking soda rinse.
We head back to the hotel to compare our planned route to the maps
we were given earlier, and confirm that our route is reasonable. We then
perform some bike maintenance: oil the chains, check them for wear, air up the
tires, and adjust the brakes. The chains seem to be holding up great. We had
expected to need new ones near this point of the trip, but our wear indicator
says they are less than halfway worn out.
Day 10 – Wednesday, 05 June 2019
Castle Dale, UT to Moab, UT

128.43 miles

The alarm wakes me up at 5:20, I get packed up, fill fluids, and meet Curt
outside at 5:45. We roll over to the Maverik at 6:00 to get a breakfast burrito and
coffee, and are on the road 20 minutes later. We turn onto the Green River
Cutoff after only 1.5 miles, and are on dirt and gravel roads for the next 50 or
more miles. One of the first attention grabbers of our day was coming up on a
very large flock of sheep being shepherded by a lone man on a horse.

Our route starts out as a normal gravel road, but after about 30 miles we
turn onto Cottonwood Wash Road, and the terrain becomes something more
reminiscent of the White Rim Road. It switches from dirt, to sand, to rough and
rocky, with many dry rain runoff crossings. The scenery is absolutely breathtaking.
It is like this all the way until we hit I-70, as our course leads us along Smith Camp
Road, Buckmaster Road, and Four Corners Mine Road. There was one small
glitch where Garmin told us to take a road that did not exist, but we were very
easily able to navigate our way back to our course.

Four miles of nice pavement on UT-24 leads us to another 10 miles of very
bad pavement mixed with rough, gravelly roads the rest of the way into Green
River. Karen has picked up some sandwiches at Blimpie for lunch, and we end
up sitting at a picnic table in the shade in the rear parking lot of a place called
Chow Hound. We each eat half a sandwich, with some chips. After we eat, we
head into Chow Hound to buy some Gatorade, and get our Camelbaks filled
with ice and water.

We ride on another county road in terrible condition for about 10 miles,
then a gravel road for the remaining 10 miles to US-191. Curt and I both love
riding on a mixture of terrain, but are happy to know that it will be smooth
pavement the rest of the way into Moab. The bad side to this is that we are
riding on a busy highway, with heavy traffic. We stop at the Chevron station
near the intersection of UT-313. Here we finish the other halves of the
sandwiches we saved from lunch, and buy an ice cream bar.

From here we take the Moab Canyon Bike Path past Arches National Park,
and into Moab. Just before we get into town we take a very short detour to
stop at Matrimony Spring, a free water source that pours out of the rocks on the
side of UT-128. It’s cold, tastes great, and feels good to splash over my head
and face.

We take a quick peek into Poison Spider bike shop before meeting Karen
on the south side of town at Quality Suites. Curt and I take the van to try to get
rid of the empty cardboard bicycle boxes Karen has been lugging around. We

get to the recycling center just after it is closing, so we double back to Poison
Spider where they let us dispose of them, and the rest of our trash.

We head back to Karen’s hotel room to get showers and put our bikes in
the van. We walk over to the Moab Brewery for a dinner including the hummus
plate, a ½ pound bacon cheddar burger, and my second beer of the trip, the
Over the Top Hefeweizen.
Karen drives us up to the Sand Flats Recreation Area so we can try
camping for the first time this trip. The first loop is full, but the second loop,
called Bobcat and located directly across the street from the Slickrock trailhead,
has a site available. Karen heads back to the hotel as Curt and I put up our
tents on what feels like a perfect evening for sleeping outside.

Day 11 – Thursday, 06 June 2019
Moab, UT - rest day

7.87 miles

I wake up at 5:00, with no alarm or even intention of getting up this early.
For some reason, it is just easier to wake up early when sleeping outside. I split a

banana with Curt, as a “pre-breakfast,” and we briefly lounge around the
campsite. We decide to get on our bikes and head into town for a real
breakfast, I take a loop around the campground while waiting for Curt to get
ready, then we head out.

We decide to first investigate the Slickrock trail before heading down the
hill into town. We only ride briefly into the practice loop, just so I can show Curt
some of the terrain that the trail offers, but we both agree that we should
probably not be mountain biking on our rest day, so we turn back and ride into
town.

We stop at Dave’s Coffee and Market for coffee and call Karen. She isn’t
up yet, so we head to the Moab Diner for a sausage breakfast burrito
smothered in green chile with hash browns, orange juice, and more coffee.
We meet Karen at the hotel, and plan to have her pick us up at Poison
Spider bike shop in a little while. Curt and I first ride over to Walker’s Hardware to
pick up a fitting to lengthen the hose on his Camelbak. He brought a Camelbak
to put in the frame bag on his bike, but the hose is not long enough, so he hasn’t

been able to use it. Once this is taken care of, we ride up to Poison Spider and
drop off our bikes to have the drivetrains cleaned, and Curt’s shifting adjusted.
We also have them double-check, and confirm, that we do not need to
replace our chains yet. Karen drives us back to the hotel where we sit in the air
conditioning and relax. We get our laundry done while she goes out exploring
town for a bit. She brings us back lunch, barbecue and turkey sandwiches.
We get in the car and drive up to Matrimony Spring and refill any empty
water containers we have with us. Then we drive up to Arches National Park
where we make a few quick stops for photos, but decide it is too hot to be out
hiking.

We pick up our bikes on the way back to the hotel. After showers, we sit
in the lobby and re-plan our route for tomorrow. According to Nick at Poison
Spider, the beginning part of the Kokopelli trail may be rough from washouts,
with a lot of hike-a-bike, but we should be able to pick it up further along. The
new route looks to be the same number of miles with 3,500’ less climbing, and
less miles of dirt roads.
We head to the Spoke on Center for dinner. I have pasta carbonara with
salmon, cheddar fries with jalpenos, and two Wasatch Nitro Polygamy Porters.
Karen gives us a ride back up to camp and we plan on meeting her tomorrow
along UT-128 after about 35 miles of riding.

Day 12 – Friday, 07 June 2019
Moab, UT to Fruita, CO

105.48 miles

Curt’s alarm goes off at 4:00, and I get moving a few minutes later. I
figured it would take a little time to get moving this morning, mostly because
Curt has really only packed his gear up once, right before we left, and has yet
to develop a routine. Until you’ve done it a few times, it can be frustrating trying
to pack up a tent, sleeping bag, clothing, food, stove, fuel, bike tools, etc., and
all of this needs to fit securely somewhere on the bike.
We leave the campsite around 5:30 and head to Karen’s hotel. She had
left the van unlocked so that we could unload our luggage, fill water, get snacks,
and apply sunscreen – the usual morning routine. To our surprise, she had also
picked up a few extra groceries – bananas, Gatorade mix, and Justin’s
squeezable nut butter packages, which we had mentioned go great with
bananas. I can’t emphasize enough what a great help Karen has been on this
trip.
Our options this early in the morning are limited, so it’s McDonald’s for two
sausage egg and cheese muffins, has browns, and coffee. We finally hit the
road at 6:50, head north out of town, then east on UT-128 toward castle valley.
It’s a beautiful morning, with favorable temperature, and I’ve always enjoyed
traveling on this road, as it is so scenic as it winds along next to the Colorado
River.

We stop briefly at Dewey Bridge for a photo. This is where we had
planned on meeting up with Karen, but she has not passed us yet. We decide
to keep rolling, rather than waiting for her. Not too much further up the road,
we come upon a construction zone. The road is fully closed in both directions,
and we sit and bake in the hot sun for about 45 minutes, waiting for it to re-open.

Shortly after the road opens, Karen passes by, coming from the other
direction. She had gotten scared off by the construction warning signs, and
took the longer, less scenic way around through Green River. She turns around
to meet us, we refill our supplies, and continue on toward Cisco.

We are not positive about our route, since we made some changes to it
yesterday, and were not able to upload those changes into a Garmin. We are
navigating based on a hand-written paper cue sheet, and since not all of the
roads in the desert are well-marked, we are uncertain if we are on the correct
road.
As we enter Cisco, I am surprised to see a woman walking in the distance.
I had always assumed that Cisco was just a ghost town, as it appears to be
nothing more than a collection of ramshackle buildings and abandoned
vehicles. I wave to the woman, and she approaches, each of us equally
confused by the other’s being there. Her name is Whiskey, and she has just
recently moved to Cisco from somewhere in Arizona, to help build an artists’
community with two other people. She has not been living there long enough to
help us with directions, so she walks us down the road a short bit to a spot where
we can access her WiFi. She then calls to her friend, Marlowe, who seems to
have a lot of useful information, from riding bicycle in the area frequently. We
determine that we are on the correct route, and proceed down the road
marked “Dead End,” toward the Kokopelli Trail.

The terrain is getting very interesting, alternating from sandy stretches, to
very rocky sections. For the most part we are moving pretty fast with help from a
consistent tailwind. The temperature has risen considerably. I look over to Curt
and say, “I think there’s something wrong with my thermometer, it says 105
degrees.”
He replies, “Mine says 110.” As long as we keep ourselves moving, the
temperature feels tolerable, but when we stop to take short breaks, it quickly
becomes unbearable.
There are a few turns to follow on our cue sheet, but they are simple
enough to navigate, and we soon link back up with our originally planned route
that is stored in our Garmins.
Shortly after we get back on pavement, Karen has found a place to wait
for us with lunch, on Harley Dome Road. She had driven further ahead on I-70 to
Loma, where she had discovered a food truck with incredibly good pork
barbecue, smoked macaroni & cheese, and kettle chips. We are again
thankful for Karen’s support, as we are in the middle of nowhere in the desert,
sitting down for a great meal that would otherwise not have been available.

Karen drives ahead to wait for us in Fruita. Curt and I push on, the
pavement conditions deteriorating. We would both rather ride on dirt or gravel
than unforgiving, bumpy pavement. We arrive at the Utah/Colorado state line,
which is very poorly marked, as we are on a county road that does not see
much traffic. We stop so that Curt can film his traditional burpee video as we
cross into the fourth state of our trip.
The pavement conditions on the Colorado side of the line are noticeably
better, and we are moving fast since we still have the assistance of a tailwind.
As the wind gradually shifts directions, we find ourselves riding with a crosswind
coming from our right side.
We stop just before Loma to take a photo, and have a snack of a
banana with chocolate almond butter. Curt leans his bike up against a
roadside sign, but the wind is strong enough to blow it over. His bike lands on
the pavement in a way that breaks one of his shift levers. After assessing the
damage we determine that it is safe to ride the remaining eight, flat miles into
Fruita. He won’t be able to shift his front derailleur, but that shouldn’t matter
since it is already shifted into the proper gear.
When we pull into Fruita, we head directly to Over the Edge Sports, the
bike shop in town I have dealt with on previous bike trips. Talk about great
service! In the peak of biking season, when most bike shops are backlogged
with service, these guys find a used part, identical to the one that broke on
Curt’s bike, and install it for him on-the-spot, while we wait. They also notice that
his brakes need an adjustment that was overlooked.

We ride the bridge across I-70 to the Comfort Inn and Suites, where Karen
is waiting for us with rooms already reserved. Curt mentions that he already
notices an improvement in his braking from the adjustment that was made at
Over the Edge Sports.
After we shower, we drive back into town for dinner at Suds Brothers
Brewery. I have a hummus and veggie plate, a reuben with fries, sweet potato
tots, and homemade vanilla cream soda. Our waitress returns to inform us that
someone else in the restaurant has picked up our entire bill, and would like to
remain anonymous. We have no idea who it was, but agree that at least a 50%
tip is in order.
We drive back to the hotel, then walk next door to get Frosty’s at Wendy’s
for dessert. Curt and I bring our bikes back outside to oil our chains, which are
extremely dry and dusty from today’s adventure. We are exhausted from riding
the heat today, and will have no trouble sleeping tonight.
Day 13 – Saturday, 08 June 2019
Fruita, CO to Glenwood Springs, CO

122.86 miles

I am awakened by my alarm at 5:30, go through the half-asleep shuffle of
dressing and packing up my gear, then meet Curt at 6:00 for breakfast of
standard hotel fare. I build myself a bacon, egg, and cheese muffin sandwich,
and make a couple mini blueberry waffles to go with my morning coffee. Then
it’s out to the van for the standard process of loading luggage into the van,
filling my frame bag with snacks, filling my water and Gatorade bottles, and
applying sunscreen. We depart at 7:00.
We are almost instantly out of traffic and on the bike path between Fruita
and Grand Junction. This is great until we get to the sections of trail that are
closed because of flooding. At the first “Trail Closed” sign, we decide to ride
through, as the water is deep enough to submerge our feet, but not deep
enough to damage any bicycle parts or be unsafe.

The next flooded section that is marked “closed” does not look safe to
pass. The water is much deeper, and visibly has a current flowing fast enough to
potentially be dangerous. This is where we decide to bail out from the trail onto
the frontage road.

Our route takes us through Grand Junction parallel to US-6 on a less
heavily traveled road, then makes many turns with a lot of cues to follow as we
pass through Clifton. Next is Palisade, Colorado’s wine country, where we ride
through orchards and vineyards similar to when we rode through Caifornia –
which feels like it was months ago, even though it has only been 12 days. This is
where we take the advice of one of our friends and literally stop to smell some
roses in a yard at the side of the road.

As we exit Palisade, our route leads us to a private road, blocked by a
gate. I call the phone number listed on a sign posted on the gate, but the
person I speak with says that the road does not pass over the mountain as my

map is indicating. As we turn back, a local guy driving a pickup truck directs us
another way that he is sure will go through to where we need to get.

We take the local’s advice and follow that road to the end of the
pavement, and up the dirt which gets rougher and steeper the higher we climb.
We encounter another local man walking his dog. He advises us that this road
may not go all the way through, or that we would have to cross Rapid Creek
which could be unsafe, because it is much higher than normal and flowing fast
right now.
We turn back down the hill, and take what seems to be our only option, I70, for five miles to the Mesa exit. We follow CO-65 along Plateau Creek to
Mesa where we stop at Blink Coffee Company for lunch. I have a breakfast
burrito while Curt waits a very long time for what he thinks will be a chicken
sandwich and turns out being a complete chicken dinner.

Of course we chat with some the locals, who advise us that the route we
have planned is definitely not passable, not even in a 4WD vehicle, as it is still
snowed in. After much discussion, we decide our best detour is to backtrack
down the hill we just came up for 2 miles, then take DeBeque Cutoff Road all
the way down to I-70 at DeBeque.
We are now way off course, but determine that we can follow the I-70
corridor all the way to Glenwood Springs, which would put us back on course
and ahead of schedule. In DeBeque, we get on US-6, the I-70 frontage road,
which takes us all the way to New Castle, with Karen meeting us a couple times
along the way.
We have to ride the I-70 shoulder again to get from New Castle to
Glenwood Springs. After navigating out way through town, we find the
Chocolate Moose for ice cream, where I have a conversation with a local
woman about my biking adventures including this current ride, Ride the Rockies,
Triple Bypass, and Dirty Kanza.
Karen finds us a hotel two miles south of town, the Frontier Lodge, that
seems a little pricey but is the cheapest rooms we can find. Many places have
no vacancies at all. I make arrangements with my friends Sherri and Bob for the
next few days, as we will be staying in their Condo in Dillon tomorrow night, and
their house in Lakewood the following two nights. We get showers and head out
to dinner.
We drive to Taipei Tokyo for a rainbow roll and Pad Thai with pork. We
decide that the food here is OK, but we’ve definitely had better. I’d go so far as
to say it’s nothing to write about, yet here we are. We head back to the hotel
where Karen has words with a group of noisy drunk people staying a few doors
down from us. We’re turning in early tonight, before it is even dark outside.
Day 14 – Sunday, 09 June 2019
Glenwood Springs, CO to Dillon, CO

99.60 miles

I’m up at 5:30, ready to hit the road at 6:00. Karen decided to get up
early with us this morning and is going to meet us at breakfast, two miles north, in
the main part of town, at the Village Inn. Curt and I roll out at 6:15, and take a
combination of road and bike path while Karen drives ahead to wait for us. She
is waiting, and already has a table for the three of us when we arrive. I have a
breakfast of eggs, sausage links, biscuit with gravy, hash browns, and coffee
before we start toward the Glenwood Canyon Trail.
This is a trail that I have wanted to ride for a long time. I have driven along
it on I-70 many times, and it is one of the most beautiful stretches of interstate
highway that exists. It’s amazing how a train line, interstate highway, and
recreational path were designed to all share the limited amount of space
available in such a narrow, steep canyon alongside the Colorado River.

We don’t get too far down the trail before we come up to the first of
many “trail closed” signs. We decide that we will bypass the closure and
venture ahead with caution. If we come across anything that appears remotely

dangerous we will turn back, but we want to see as much of this trail as possible
before making that decision. We cross one stretch of standing water that is
about 30 feet long and about four inches deep at its maximum point. We are
able to continue on the trail for several miles, bypassing three or four more
closures with no other apparent danger. The river is extremely high which makes
it very loud at times from the fast flow of the water over rocks. The water is
jumping two to three feet higher than the trail at some spots, but no water is
actually hitting the trail, so we continue on.

When we get to the Shoshone Power Plant, we come up to a much more
serious barricade. This one is a six foot tall chain link fence that completely
blocks the trail. There is absolutely no way we could safely pass our bikes
around either side of the fence, and it is far too tall for us to try to go over the
top. We decide that this is the point where we need to turn around to head
back to the last rest stop on I-70, called Grizzly Creek, and wait for Karen to
meet us there.

We decide that the safest thing to do is put the bikes in the van and
continue to the next exit where we can access the trail. We would probably
ride on the shoulder of I-70 if we did not have the luxury of a support vehicle, but
none of us is feeling safe about that option in such a narrow canyon since we
don’t know how wide the shoulder is. We ride the eight miles in the van to the
Bair Ranch exit where we get back on our bikes and continue on the Glenwood
Canyon Trail. We bypass one more “trail flooded” warning sign and are able to
pass without issue.

After another three miles, the trail turns into the I-70 frontage road, which
becomes US-6 in Dotsero. We continue on past Gypsum to meet Karen in Eagle.
We ride on a lot of bike path in the Eagle River valley through Edwards,
Avon, and into Vail. We notice that there are a lot more serious-looking cyclists
in this area.

There is something big going on in Vail, we think it is a GoPro sponsored
event, as their brand name seems to be the one we see the most. The bike
path is overcrowded with vendor pop-up tents and pedestrians, so we have to
dismount our bikes and walk briefly. One of the vendor tents we pass is for
Nature Valley granola bars. We peek our heads in to get a free sample, and
get talked into having our photo taken while each holding a Nature Valley
coffee mug they also gave us. It’s a good thing we’ll be meeting up with Karen
soon. We can put the mugs in the van and send them home with her otherwise
we would have declined the free gift which is just another heavy, bulky item to
carry.
We walk away from the congestion of the festival to the frontage road.
Here there are far less people, so we can get back on our bikes and start riding
again. Karen meets us just before we get to East Vail with outstanding deli
sandwiches, cole slaw, and pickles. She has been finding us incredible mid-day
meals, and we know she will be missed when she flies back home in a few days.

The next two hours are spent climbing Vail Pass. It’s 14 miles of mostly
paved path with no vehicular traffic and picturesque Colorado scenery. The
higher we climb, the more snow we see, but the trail we are on has been
plowed, melted, and is dry all the way to the top. There is one short portion
where the trail runs adjacent to I-70 with little or no separation at all from the
shoulder. Someone with a broken down RV decided it would best to park it in
the middle of the bike path instead of on the shoulder. We grumble a few
complaints as we pass by, and shortly forget all about it as we become
separated from the highway and ride back into what looks like a photo from a
Colorado postcard.

After a quick break and a few photos at the top of the pass, it is time to
descend. Unfortunately, we notice that there is a large pile of snow blocking
access to the tunnel where the bike path goes under I-70, it has been plowed
shut. Neither one of us finds the idea of riding the shoulder of I-70 appealing.
We notice many footprints through the snowbank, and it looks as though the trail

may be clear on the other side, so we decide to try to get through on the bike
path.

We lift our bikes up and over the snow pile then lower them down into the
tunnel. We move very slowly through the tunnel, as it is very dark, and there is a
stretch of very smooth, wet, slippery ice that we need to traverse on the far end.
Once we get off the “glacier” we are able to ride. The bike path on this side of
the pass has not been plowed, so there are several small snowfields that we
need to cross. They are only a few inches deep and at most 50 feet in length. I
get stuck in the first one, but am able to ride through the other two. Curt makes
it through all three with no problem. We come upon about 6 more snowfields,
but these have all been hand-shoveled. Someone has exposed just one shovelwidth of clear trail through the middle of snowdrifts that are up to two feet deep.
This is the perfect amount of clearance for us to pass through with ease.

The further we descend, the less snow there is, and he trail is totally clear.
We pass through a rather desolate Copper Mountain, and attempt to continue
on the bike path to Frisco. We had been warned of some avalanche debris
blocking the trail, but went on to investigate to see if maybe we could carry our
bikes through. From a distance, it looks as though someone dumped an entire
box of toothpicks across the trail, but when we get closer, we see that those
“toothpicks” are full-sized trees, piled across the trail six feet high. There is
abslolutely no way we can safely get through that, so we reluctantly backtrack
and get on the interstate.

The five miles of I-70 are downhill and fast, but still not fun with cars and
trucks passing at 70 mph or more. We meet briefly with Karen in Frisco, then
continue on the recreational path over Dillon Dam and to Sherri and Bob’s
condo on Lake Dillon.
Sherri is there waiting for us, and had done some grocery shopping for
ingredients for dinner. Curt and I do a couple shots of Stranahan’s Colorado
Whisky to celebrate our arrival. After showers, I cook dinner for the four of us:
chicken parmesan, pasta, steamed broccoli, and a New Belgium Brewing Fat
Tire. After that, I shared the better part of a half gallon of butter pecan ice
cream with Curt. We do our laundry, since this is the day we run out of clean
riding clothes, and get to bed.
Day 15 – Monday, 10 June 2019
Dillon, CO to Lakewood, CO

79.79 miles

I’m up at 6:00, and get the coffee made. Sherri returns from the grocery
store with some items we needed to prepare a good breakfast. Curt cooks us a
large helping of eggs, bacon, potatoes, and toast. After eating, we head down
to the van to get snacks and apply sunscreen, but hold off on filling any water
bottles, since I know of a spring we will be passing in just a few miles.
At around 9:00, we head out on US-6 for a short bit then get on the bike
path that takes us through Keystone. After Keystone, we get back on US-6 for
the eight mile climb up Loveland Pass. After about 1.5 miles, we pull off on the

left side of the road, where there is a spring we can use to refill our water
supplies.

There is a local man there before us, filling several large containers. He
warns us that the higher amount of snowmelt than normal could cause the
bacteria count to be high, so he takes his water back home to Montezuma and
filters it before drinking it. I call Bob, who assures me that he has been drinking
out of this spring for decades, all year round, and has never heard of anyone
getting sick from using it. We fill our bottles, and proceed to climb.

We pass A-Basin, stop for a few photo breaks, and eventually reach the
summit, Loveland Pass, at 11,990 feet above sea level, the highest point of our
trip. We hike up along the continental divide just a short distance, so that we
have the bragging rights to say that we were above 12,000 feet. Many people
have joked with us that it would be all downhill once we hit the continental
divide. We know this is not true.

A tour guide, waiting for a straggling tourist who is holding up his
departure, takes our photo. Another man, Dan from Lincoln, NE, gives us his
number and tells us to look him up when we pass through Lincoln, so he can at
least buy us dinner. We may just take him up on that!

The ride down the other side of the pass is great fun. Curt and I enjoy a
speedy, twisty descent, so this road is like a playground to us. Karen is sitting at a
pullout, waiting to take a video of us, knowing that we have no intention of
stopping.
As we pass Loveland Ski Area, we exit the road in hopes of taking the
Bakerville to Loveland Trail, an old 4WD road that was paved several years ago
to give road bikers a way to avoid riding on I-70. It appears to be plowed, but
after only about ½ mile, we reach the termination point of the plowing, and the
snow looks to be deep enough that we don’t want to risk any adventurous
exploring to see if the trail may be clear up ahead further.

Once again we reluctantly backtrack to get on I-70 and ride the shoulder
for five miles to the Bakerville exit. We get back on our planned course, the I-70
frontage road which takes us to Silver Plume. The bike path leading to
Georgetown has a closure indicated, but the blockade is far too easy for us to
bypass, so we decide to risk taking the trail, rather than our only other available
option, interstate 70. At a point where the bike path cuts through an I-70 rest
stop, we encounter some construction workers. They advise us that the trail will
definitely be unrideable not too far ahead because of a sinkhole. We take their
advice, and get back on the highway.
We exit the highway briefly to observe the Georgetown Loop Railroad, an
engineering marvel from mining days that still operates as a tourist attraction
today. The original steam train just happened to be running, carrying several
open-air cars loaded with tourists along the “loop,” a giant corkscrew of rail
squeezed into a narrow canyon to give the trains more distance to cover the
elevation between Georgetown and Silver Plume.

In Georgetown, we get back on the Frontage Road, which we follow all
the way to Idaho Springs. We’re both hungry, but an ice cream cone hanging
outside a storefront called Miner Decadence helps us decide that this is the
type of day that requires ice cream, not lunch.

We take a combination of frontage road and bike path then get on US-40.
This takes us up over Floyd Hill, back down to Beaver Brook, and up again to El
Rancho. I had expected to be required to ride on I-70 for another couple exits,
but we pick up a bike path that is new since I was last in Colorado. This path
takes us past a bison grazing area unfortunately there were none to be seen
today.
Our route then directs us toward Mt. Vernon Road, which unfortunately
passes through a private, gated community. Once again we backtrack, only
about a half mile to US-40 to reconnect with our planned course after a 2-mile
detour.
We stop briefly at the entrance to Buffalo Bill’s Grave then descend into
Golden on one of my all-time favorite paved roads to ride on, the Lariat Loop
Road. It’s steep enough to allow bicycles to descend at vehicular speeds, with
twists and turns including a few switchbacks and hairpins. Curt seems to be
enjoying this as well.

One more quick stop for a photo at the Coors brewery before we roll the
suburb streets into Lakewood. We arrive at Sherri and Bob’s house and relax on
their backyard patio with their two dogs until Bob gets home from work a few
minutes later. He shares some 90 Shilling from Odell Brewing while we wait for
Karen to show up with our luggage. She had gotten a hotel so that she and
Curt can have some time to themselves on our final rest day before she goes
back to Pennsylvania. We each grab a shower and Willie shows up. He and
Bob were college roommates, and they have both been on several mountain
biking trips with me. Sherri gets home while Bob cooks dinner, and another
couple of family friends, Keith and Cindy show up also, with dessert.

We have a great evening reminiscing over a great dinner of London broil,
pasta, green beans, and red wine followed by angel food cake with
strawberries and whipped cream. It’s fun to see my Colorado and Pennsylvania
friends who have never met interact with common themed stories that they’ve
experienced with me. The night eventually winds down, and Curt and Karen
retire to their hotel. Before turning in for the night, I prepare a list of “chores” that

I’m planning on getting done tomorrow so that on Wednesday Curt and I will be
prepared to continue on our own, without the assistance of Karen anymore.
Day 16 – Tuesday, 11 June 2019
Lakewood/Denver, CO - rest day

26.61 miles

I wake up pretty early, walk to the kitchen to make a pot of coffee, and
get some laundry done. Sherri has already left for work, and Bob has slept in
since he is working from home today. I have no problem talking him into driving
the two of us to Santiago’s so that I can buy us breakfast burritos for takeout. I
get seven: two for me and one for Bob for breakfast, and two each for me and
Curt that I will save for tomorrow morning.
I head out on my bike for a while. I first wanted to investigate the planned
route that I will have us following into and across downtown Denver tomorrow,
as a lot of the infrastructure has changed in the five years since I’ve lived here. I
stop at Turin Bicycles to see about getting a new rear tire (mine has gotten very
worn), but they don’t stock anything that looks comparable to what I’m
currently using. I also wanted to try to connect with some friends while I’m in the
area. I give Dave a call as I roll near his house in the Capitol Hill neighborhood,
but he’s not available until later tonight. I stop in to visit Kim and her two kids
over in City Park before riding up to Berkeley to have lunch with Brian and his
wife Jenny.
I had forgotten how spread out everything is in Denver, and I have ridden
more miles than I had planned on for a rest day, with a harder effort than I
probably should be exerting. I make one more stop on the way back to Bob
and Sherri’s, at Wheat Ridge Cyclery. Their stock of tires is also questionable, but
I feel pressured into buying something because it’s getting later in the day and I
will still need time to try to set this new tire up tubeless, as the shop’s service
department is too busy. I get the Specialized Slaughter 29” x 2.3” which is much
larger than the Renegade 29” x 1.8” that I’ve been using, and much more

aggressive tread than I will need, but all of the other tires were much to narrow
with not enough tread.
I head back to the house and borrow Bob’s car to finish my errand
running. First I hit WalMart for batteries, freeze-dried camping meals, liquid fuel
for my stove, and sunscreen. On the way back “home,” I stop at an ATM to get
some more travel cash. It takes me a little bit of time, but I am able to get my
new tire seated on the rim, a task that usually requires the use of an air
compressor, using only a floor pump.
I get a shower, finish all my laundry, and start packing for tomorrow’s
unsupported ride. Bob is cooking us another good dinner of pork roast, rice,
and salad. Keith, Dave, Brad, and Shane show up, and I’m able to catch up
with them. I had reached out to several other friends, but since I’m only in town
for two nights, it’s tough to change people’s schedules on such short notice.
We force tonight to end a little earlier than last night, since I plan on
getting an early jump on the day tomorrow. I finish packing my bags and am in
bed before 10:30.
Day 17 – Wednesday, 12 June 2019
Lakewood, CO to Joes, CO

135.99 miles

The alarm wakes me up at 4:45. I get dressed, make a pot of coffee, and
complete the final packing of my gear on the bike. I east my first breakfast
burrito, and receive a text from Curt alerting me that he is on his way over from
his hotel. When he arrives, we eat the rest of the burritos, have some more
coffee, and make arrangements with Bob for tonight – he has offered to meet
us where we plan to finish tonight with food and water.

We leave the house around 6:15 and are on bike path within a few blocks.
First we’re on the “W” Line that runs parallel to the high speed rail and 13 th
Avenue. This leads us to Lakewood Gulch, the Platte River, then Cherry Creek
trails. These are all paved and very well maintained. We cut across Downtown,
through Five Points, and along the north side of City Park Golf Course.
As we head east on Montview, entering Aurora I get a phone call from my
friend, Matt. He’s in his car, trying to catch up with us on his way to work, and
we’re making better time than him in traffic. We decide to wait a few minutes
for him to reach us. We only have a few minutes to chat, as we don’t want to
waste too much daylight, and he doesn’t want to be late for work, but it’s nice
to at least make one more connection before leaving town.

We soon find ourselves on US-36, which we will be on for the rest of the
day. Curt is riding like a champion today, it seems that I am having trouble

keeping up at times. I probably didn’t eat enough the last couple days, and
riding yesterday may not have been a great idea.

As we pass the High Plains Raceway, near Deer Trail, we notice two
motorcycles on the race course, and they are moving fast. We each raise an
arm amd wave, and one of the motorcyclists notices us and waves back as
they shoot down one of the straightaways.
We stop at the Anton Supers where I eat an ice cream bar, two
sandwiches, and a bag of chips. We fill our bottles with Gatorade and
Camelbaks with water before heading back out on the road. The short rest was
good, and I start to feel a little bit stronger. The next couple towns are just
specks on the map with no services to offer, so we push on to Joes.

We pull into the Grassroots Community Center where we plan on
camping in the park. We walk into the building to find a small group of locals
hanging out, drinking beer. They confirm that we can camp in the park, free of

charge, and the bathroom, a primitive outhouse-style pit toilet, is unlocked.
There’s also an outdoor spigot where we can get water. We get our tents set up
for the night, and clean up as best we can with no shower available. I walk
back over to the building to use their wifi to upload my rides and send messages
to family since I have no cell service to make calls.

Now the arrangements I made with Bob earlier this morning come into
play. Once before, on a previous trip I took, and again now he has driven from
his house to bring us some supplies. He provides us with four Chipotle burritos
and two gallons of drinking water. Curt and I each eat one whole burrito, and
start to dig into a second, but both decide to save half of a burrito for breakfast
tomorrow. We fill all of our water containers and Bob gets back in the car for his
drive home as the sun goes down. The air is beginning o cool a little bit, and
there is still some light in the sky as we bed down for the night.
Day 18 – Thursday, 13 June 2019
Joes, CO to Atwood, KS

96.47 miles

The alarm wakes us up at 5:30, and we slowly get everything packed
back on our bikes. We debate making coffee, but decide to skip it to save time,
since I know of a place where we will be stopping for breakfast that is only

about 20 miles away. That half burrito from last night should be enough to hold
us over until then. We get on the road just before 7:00.

It takes us about 1.5 hours to reach Idalia, where we stop at the Prarie
Vista Café for a breakfast of eggs, sausage, hash browns, a biscuit with gravy, a
fruit cup, and some coffee. We’re glad to have use of a real bathroom with
running water again, and Curt makes use of an electrical outlet near our table
to recharge his cache batteries which are depleted from charging his phone
and Garmin last night.

We get back on the road, and ride with a crosswind from the south, which
is the opposite of any wind we noticed yesterday. Curt seems to be riding
strong again today, so I’m trying to stay in the lead position to keep the pace a
little slower. Our next stop is at the Colorado/Kansas state line, which also
coincides with our next time zone change, from Mountain to Central time zone.
We film Curt’s traditional state line burpee video then push on.

We stop in St. Francis, hoping to find a place to stop for lunch, and find
our way to the local supermarket. The cashier at the St. Francis Supers tells us
that there is a good café that also has ice cream in Bird City, so after
replenishing our snack supplies and gatorade mix we decide to continue on to
Bird City for lunch.

We grind the next 15 miles with the wind constantly blowing from our right,
to be disappointed when we reach Bird City. A restaurant, Big Ed’s is currently
closed, only open limited hours. There’s an old-fashioned soda fountain/ice
cream parlor nearby, but it has gone out of business, and the place

recommended by the cashier in St. Francis is not open either. We settle for
going into the Hometown Market where I settle with an ice cream sandwich, a
rather boring pre-packaged sub sandwich, Pringles and macaroni salad for
lunch. We enjoy the air conditioning and 1980’s music being played at the small
sitting area in the store. It’s getting pretty hot outside.

We fight a crosswind in the heat for another 30 miles until we reach
Atwood. We step inside Casey’s General Store where I enjoy a frozen Dr.
Pepper slushie drink as we sit in the air conditioning to get refreshed for a few
minutes. We ride one block to the north to Atwood Lion’s Park, another place
where we can camp, free of charge. These accommodations will be much
nicer than last night’s, since this park offers a warm shower facility.

We set up our camp, each get a shower, and sit to relax for a short bit
before walking a block to My Place restaurant, about 20 minutes before they
close for the night. I wolf down a double cheeseburger and a large pile of tater
tots followed by a slice of chocolate peanut butter cream pie. I walk back to
our camp feeling satisfied. We sit and relax for a while, use the available

electrical outlet to charge whatever electronic devices need a boost, and are
in our sleeping bags before dark.
Day 19 – Friday, 14 June 2019
Atwood, KS to Philipsburg, KS

95.90 miles

The 5:30 alarm sparks our morning. It is still dark, the very first hints of light
are just appearing in the sky, and there a birds chirping. We pack up camp,
which is very wet from the thunderstorm that passed through last night.
Thankfully it passed overnight, and it looks very clear this morning. I take
particular notice that everything that should be dry is dry. This means my tent
has no leaks, and my waterproof bags are functioning as advertised. I had
even remembered to cover the saddle on my bike right before going to sleep,
so it is also dry.

Around 7:10 we ride the one block over to Casey’s for a sausage, egg,
and cheese biscuit, hash browns, a glazed cinnamon bun, and coffee. We
chat for a while with an older gentleman named Marv from Peoria, Illinois, who
reitired after working for Caterpillar. We finally get moving around 8:00.
We climb the little bump out of town, and find ourselves in rolling hills with
more downhill than uphill, with a slight tailwind. We are averaging 17 miles per
hour, taking turns pulling, switching every seven miles. After 28 miles, we stop in
Oberlin at the Frontier Café for a second breakfast of two eggs, a sausage patty,
hash browns, rye toast, and more coffee. We also get all of our water

containers filled. We speak briefly with a local man who used to ride road bike,
but now rides motorcycles, and also restores old Schwinn bicycles as a hobby.

We get back on the road for another round of seven mile pulls each, still
riding on gradually descending rolling hills with a slight tailwind. We are still
rolling at an average of over 17 miles per hour for the next 34 miles until we get
to Norton. Here we exit US-36 to follow signs toward the public pool, the
assumption being that this might be a good location for us to also find an ice
cream place. We ask one of the lifeguards at the pool where we could find ice
cream and are told our only choices are either Dairy Queen or Sonic, back on
US-36. We head to the Sonic where I enjoy a large chocolate milkshake while
spending time on the phone with AT&T customer service to successfully take
care of some service issues my phone has been developing.

Curt and I take one more run of seven miles pulls at 17 miles per hour to
Philipsburg. We have arrived very early, but are all business, since we have
chores to do. We first find a laundromat, then go to the grocery store to buy
quarters for the laundry machines, and a gallon of drinking water.
We ride across town to where the campground is to set up our camp for
the night and get showers. This campground only costs ten dollars. Our only
complaints are the abundance of mosquitoes, and sap from the pine trees that
sticks to anything it touches and has gotten several of our things.
Our primary concern now is food, so we ride back into town to As de Oro
(Ace of Gold) for a good Mexican dinner. I have a burrito, enchilada, chile
relleno, rice, beans, chips, salsa, and guacamole. Once we’ve had our fill, we
head over to the laundromat. It is still hot out, and there is no air conditioning in
the laundromat, so while the laundry is getting done, we find Hometown
Grounds, a coffee place that more importantly also has soft serve ice cream.
After enjoying a cold treat in the air conditioning, we ride back over to recover
our laundry before heading back to the campground. The sun has gone down,
and the temperature is now getting more comfortable. We agree that our
sugar cravings have not been satisfied, so we make a pit stop at the
refreshment stand at the local baseball field just below our campground to buy
a couple sodas.
We chat with Joe and Jen from the Vail/Edwards area in Colorado, who
are camped in the site next to ours. They have also traveled around a lot, and
are into camping, biking, and skiing. They are watching the weather radar,
fearing that a big storm system is going to hit us, but apparently it changes
direction and leaves us with a fairly clear night. The mosquitoes are awful
tonight.
Day 20 – Saturday, 15 June 2019
Philipsburg, KS to Chester, NE

115.78 miles

The 5:00 alarm starts the day. We pack up camp and roll into town for
breakfast around 6:30. Shelly Ann’s offers a great breakfast of eggs, sausage,
hash browns, wheat toast, a biscuit with gravy, and coffee.
The last three days of this trip, from Denver, Colorado, to Philipsburg,
Kansas, have been a repeat of a previous trip I had taken. This means I have
been familiar with the route we have been taking from past experience, and
have had a recollection of where services are located along the way. Today
we deviate from the route my previous trip had taken, and everything we see
from here until Goshen, Indiana will be brand new, unexplored territory for both
of us.
We head north out of Philipsburg on US-183 for about three miles, then
start heading east on Osage Road. This starts off as pavement whose condition
seems to deteriorate the further we go, until the pavement ends and the road
surface is dirt mixed with gravel. We travel about 15 miles before encountering
a “bridge closed” sign blocking our planned route. It has been our previous
experience that “bridge closed” does not necessarily mean “bridge out.” Often
times a bridge will be closed to vehicular traffic, but there is left a pedestrian
access over the still existing bridge, so we decide to ride down the hill to
investigate. Unfortunately, we discover that the bridge is not just closed but
non-existant, and it will be impossible for us to safely cross the creek here. We
turn back the half mile back up the hill, and refer to our map to alter our route
accordingly.

We grind about another 30 miles of gravel rolling hills until we reach the
monument at the Geographic Center of the Lower 48 United States. Here we
are greeted by a Lebanon, Kansas local man (originally from England) who tells
us that the ambassador from the country of Lebanon, along with the Governor
of the State of Kansas and a bunch of other people are soon expected to arrive
to participate in a dedication ceremony for a particular tree that is growing
there. We also talk with a few other tourists who are there, from Atlanta. There’s
a lot going on out here in the middle of nowhere today!

We continue the two miles into Lebanon, and are hungry. We have been
stopping to eat snacks along the way, but we have traveled over 50 miles, and
it is time for a real meal. This is not a large town, and it looks as though our only
option will be the local grocery store, so we prepare to scavenge for some premade sandwiches, or other convenient grab-and-go items. The guy working at
the butcher counter overhears us discussing our lunch options, and points us

down a few aisles and through a door into a side room, where there is a sitting
area with table service. We share a table with a younger local couple and
have an incredible lunch of meatloaf, mashed potatoes with gravy, green
beans, and a slice of peach cobbler – all this for only four dollars!
We fill all of our water containers at a filtered water dispenser in the store
before heading back out into the heat to ride more gravel rolling hills. Curt is
riding great today, but me, not so much. He gets way out in front of me on
almost every uphill, and I just can’t seem to keep up. Our route zig-zags
between east and north, and the wind is now blowing from the north.
On one of the northbound sections, as we are riding up a hill and into a
headwind, Curt realizes that his rear tire has gone flat. We stop to inspect, and
cannot find a hole in the tire. We add some air, and still cannot see any visible
indication. We add another container of sealant to the tire, and still cannot get
it to hold air, or find any hole. At this point our only option is to remove the
wheel from the bike and install a tube in the tire. While we are working on the
repair, a man driving by in a pickup truck stops to see if we need any help. He
also advises us to stay off of KS-14, it is not a bike friendly route. All this takes
about 50 minutes, and we are both feeling a little frustrated, and anxious to get
moving again.
In another 2.5 miles, our route takes us to KS-14, which is a paved road
with no shoulder that leads us about another five miles north to the
Kansas/Nebraska state line. We pause briefly there for Curt’s burpee video, then
stop again in another two miles for a frozen slushie drink at the Casey’s General
Store in Superior.

We push the final 24 miles east to Chester, where we are hoping to have
dinner at the Foote Café. Unfortunately it is only open limited, lunchtime hours
and closed several hours ago. We head back a half mile to the town park,
where we plan on camping for the night. There is a construction crew working
nearby, and we approach them to inquire about food options only to be
informed that there is absolutely nothing nearby.
We set up our camp on a grassy lawn, and settle for a washcloth and
cold water at a nearby spigot, since there is no shower. One of the construction
crew drives up in his truck and offers to drive us to the next town to get Subway,
but we politely decline. As we are cooking our dinner of freeze-dried, just-addboiling-water meals, another pair of the construction crew drive up. Tom, who is
with his son, Alex, says he felt compelled to come back to give us something.
That something is a plate of his wife’s homemade cookies with nuts and
chocolate chips, and they are delicious after eating re-constituted beef
stroganoff with noodles followed by beef stew.
The bugs are really bad again tonight, and we discuss stopping tomorrow
to pick up some bug repellent. Curt and I have each eaten two full packages
of those freeze-dried meals, which are supposed to be at least two servings
each, in addition to several cookies apiece. We go to sleep with bellies full
around 10:15.

Day 21 – Sunday, 16 June 2019, Fathers Day
Chester, NE to Lincoln, NE

97.66 miles

We wake up at 5:00, slowly pack up camp, and are on the road just after
6:30. After about 30 miles we arrive in Fairbury, where a local woman tells us our
only options for breakfast are McDonald’s or Casey’s General Store, so we stop
at Casey’s where I wolf down two sausage, egg, and cheese sandwiches, two
donuts, and a cup of coffee.

After riding about another 25 miles, we stop for some ice cream at the
Casey’s in Beatrice. While there we also find bug spray and sunscreen, inquire
about getting some other supplies we need, and are directed to the WalMart
north of town, not far off our route. We briefly abandon a quiet rail-trail for the
heavy traffic of the US-77 business route so we can stock up on bananas, freezedried meals, granola bars, and schmear for the bananas. I phone my dad to
wish him a happy Father’s Day. Curt tries to contact Dan, the man from Lincoln
that we had met on top of Loveland Pass, who offered to buy us dinner when
we pass through. We have made much better time than he expected, and he
has not yet returned from his vacation, so we will not be able to meet.
We leave the WalMart, and get off the highway as soon as possible to
connect with our planned route along the Homestead Trail. This crushed
limestone trail takes us up a very gradual incline for about 20 miles, then slightly
down for another 10 miles. We stop along the way to enjoy a snack of fresh

mulberries that grow alongside the trail. The Homestead Trail becomes the
Jamaica North Trail as we enter the southern outskirts of Lincoln.

Both of our bikes will need new chains, and Curt would like to get his rear
wheel set back up as tubeless, so we stop to look for a bicycle shop. Google
gives us directions to The Bike Rack, which is still open for another few hours, and
not far away. When we get there, we are instantly greeted by Eli, a
warmshowers host who offers his residence as a place for us to stay for the night.
He directs us to the service department, where Joel instantly gets to work on our
bikes.
While the bikes are getting worked on, Curt and I walk next door to Runza,
a small fast food chain featuring a fresh baked bread sandwich stuffed with
ground beef and cabbage. I eat two Runzas, a bacon cheeseburger, two
orders of onion rings, and an ice cream cookie sandwich.

Back at the bike shop, which is officially closed for the evening, Eli and
Joel are giving a presentation to friends and family about the tour they
completed, along Adventure Cycling’s Southern Tier route. It was nice to hear
someone else’s perspective of a long tour, especially being in the middle of our
own presently. It also explained why Eli and Joel were so eager to jump to our
assistance, having been through a similar experience recently.
At the end of the presentation, we notice that Curt’s tire has gone flat
again, and Eli, Joel, Matt, and Dwight all stay late to work on resolving this
problem. Matt finally determines that a series of cracks in Curt’s rim is the cause
of the air leak, if not a potential safety issue. He sells Curt the only wheel they
have in the shop that will fit his bike, which turns out to be an expensive upgrade.
Curt and I are much obliged to these guys for staying long past closing time to
keep our adventure rolling.
Curt, Joel, and I follow Eli to his house where we get showers and relax
over tour stories and beers. Eli’s fiancée, Rachel, comes home and cooks us a
second dinner of pasta and vegetables. What could have been a potential
disaster beginning with a malfunctioning bike part has turned into one of the
most rewarding experiences of the trip so far.
Day 22 – Monday, 17 June 2019
Lincoln, NE to Council Bluffs, IA

77.54 miles

We get up at 5:00 and slowly get our bikes packed. We thank Eli, and
based on Rachel’s suggestion from last night we head about four blocks to
Cultiva for a Johnny Cake Sammie. That is a corn pancake sandwich with eggs,
bacon, and smoked gouda, and this place has the best coffee we’ve had on
this trip so far.

We roll through Lincoln, stopping briefly at the State Capitol building for a
picture at the Abraham Lincoln statue, before finding our way to the MoPac
Trail. This takes us about 25 miles, where we reach South Bend, and a bridge
that should take us over the Platte River.

The entrance to the bridge has a serious fence across, there is no way we can
get over or around it. This is frustrating, because there is no visible damage to
the bridge, and we can see where the trail will continue on the other side of the
river. We start to backtrack and see some construction workers nearby. They
inform us that the closure is because the water level in the river had been so
high that the foundations beneath the water level could have been possibly
compromised, and they have not yet been inspected for safety. They
recommend we follow the roads about six miles down river to Louisville, where
there is another bridge.

We ride to Louisville, cross the alternate bridge, and immediately find the
MoPac Trail. Because the water levels had been so high recently, the path is
now covered in sand, which is very hard to pedal through. We reach another
trail closure sign, which we decide to abide by instead of investigating like we
would normally do, since even the portion of the trail we are currently on that is
open is in questionable condition for riding. This detour lasts only one mile then
we are back on the MoPac Trail for about another three miles to Springfield.

We wander into Springfield Drug, an old-fashioned soda fountain and ice
cream parlor. The cute teenage girl dipping ice cream tells us how she plans to
go to acting school in California. I have a brownie sundae with chocolate chip
cookie dough ice cream, plus an extra scoop of cappuccino chip with a coke.
Curt also has three scoops of ice cream. Keith, the owner of the shop, has
heard us talking about our trip and decides to comp us everything, there is no
charge! We talk with him for a while as he takes us into the back room, an old
bank vault, to show us his 1970’s Schwinn bicycle with Campagnolo
components.

We leave Springfield and find ourselves on a busy road with no shoulder
for about another eight miles until we reach Papillion, where we stop to eat at
Jimmy Johns. We eat, and as we are getting ready to head back out, it starts
raining. After looking at the radar, we determine that this should only be a
passing storm, so we wait for about 30 minutes for the weather to clear up a bit.
While we are waiting, we decide to book a room at the Motel 6 in Council Bluffs,
Iowa, which will cut our day about 30 miles short of what we had originally
planned, since we lost so much time from the rainstorm and the detour earlier
today.
We get back on the road, and eventually end up at the Papillion Creek
Trail, a paved bike path. We can’t get on the trail where our map directs us
because of private property, but are able to gain access after a short detour
through a neighborhood. After the bike path, we find ourselves on a crushed
limestone road that leaves our bikes, bags, and bodies splattered with a wet,
cement-like coating. We then take paved roads through the Hispanic section
of the Omaha suburbs before crossing the Veterans Memorial Bridge over a very
high Missouri River into Iowa. We pause to film Curt’s state line burpee video,
and I ride on the river trail briefly, just to the point where it disappears beneath
the water, to show just how high the river is.

We ride the Veterans Memorial Trail into Council Bluffs, and find our way to
the Motel 6, just off I-80. We shower, wash our laundry, then walk across the
street to Red Lobster for a dinner of New England clam chowder, a Ceasar
salad, shrimp linguine alfredo, asparagus, a triple chocolate brownie a la mode,

and a Sam Adams. We head back to the hotel to sort, fold, and pack the
laundry. I send a few texts to Bob, who is possibly arranging a place for us to
stay Friday night, with his brother, Ross, in Matteson, Illinois. We are hoping to get
an early start tomorrow so we can make up for the miles we lost today.
Day 23 – Tuesday, 18 June 2019
Council Bluffs, IA to Clive, IA

137.30 miles

We wake at 4:30, pack up and head across the street to Casey’s for
breakfast. After a sausage, egg, and cheese croissant, coffee, and a donut, we
get rolling a little before 6:00. We follow streets through Council Bluffs, ride a
short bit of paved trail, then are on about 20 miles of highway with no shoulder.
We take Tamarack Avenue through Avoca, then turn off the pavement. The
next 20 miles are covered with big, chunky gravel, with some soft, muddy spots
mixed in, and an abundance of rolling hills. This terrain really sucks up a lot of
energy.

The rain stops as we connect with the T-Bone Trail, a paved rail trail. After
only two miles we come into Brayton, where we stop at Mel’s Diner for a pork
chop, extra chunky mashed potatoes with skins, green beans, lemonade, and a
butterfinger ice cream dessert with a graham cracker crust. It is an unusually
quiet lunch, the locals keep to themselves. This feels odd, as usually someone
approaches us to see what we’re all about.
T-Bone Trail runs parallel to US-71 for about another 10 miles to Hamlin
where we pick up IA-44, which has little to no shoulder. We follow this for

another 20 miles to Guthrie Center, where we stumble upon M&L Ice Cream,
where we stop for a mid-ride snack.
We follow IA-44 another seven miles to Panora, where we pick up the
Raccoon River Valley Rail Trail. As we follow this paved trail, it begins to rain
again. We stop in Redfield, after about 12 miles, where a local woman takes a
photo for us. Our next stop is in Waukee, in another 18 miles, where we stop at
Casey’s for three slices of pizza. We inquire about lodging, and the cashier
directs us toward Clive, the area in the West Des Moines suburbs with a lot of
hotels. We book a room at the Super 8, which is only about one mile off our
planned course. The rain has stopped again, and we continue along the
Raccoon River Valley Rail Trail to the Clive Greenbelt, and to our hotel.

After showers, we take the desk clerk’s advice, and walk over to Wobbly
Boots Roadhouse, a barbecue place, for a dinner of cornbread muffins, salad,
pulled pork, brisket, Legendary baked beans, mac & cheese, texas toast, and a
Firetrucker Brewery Pumper Truck Porter. I gorge myself on great food, and have
trouble walking back to the hotel from being so stuffed.
Day 24 – Wednesday, 19 June 2019
Clive, IA to Coralville, IA

139.09 miles

We are up at 5:00, get packed up, park our bikes outside the hotel lobby,
and head in for a mediocre breakfast. The biscuits and gravy are cold, and
need to be microwaved. I also have a bowl of raisin bran, half a waffle, and

some coffee. We fill our water bottles in the bathroom sink, and use the last of
our Gatorade powdered mix. We oil our bike chains, which desperately need it
after yesterday’s rain, and get rolling around 7:00.
We ride about a mile to the Clive Greenbelt Trail, which runs along Walnut
Creek. This trail is paved, very twisty, and quite an enjoyable way to start our
morning. After about five miles, the name of the trail changes to the Walnut
Creek Trail, but the terrain remains equally fun. Where Walnut Creek empties
into the Raccoon River, the trail becomes the Bill Riley Trail, which leads to the
Meredith Trail which leads us into the city streets through Des Moines.
After dealing with six miles of rush hour traffic, we get back on another
paved trail along the Four Mile Creek which leads us to the Chichaqua Valley
Trail. We take a quick photo and snack break at the entrance to Griff’s Valley
View RV Park, the place we had originally planned on staying last night. We
continue on the trail until we get to Bondurant, where we stop for a second
breakfast of a sausage, egg, and cheese biscuit, a donut, and coffee with
vanilla soft serve ice cream added instead of cream and sugar.

We ride 18 more miles of the paved Chichaqua Valley Trail until we reach
Ira, where we follow a series of paved roads that take us into Newton. Here we
stop at Mr. Dan’s Sandwich Shop for Maid-Rite sandwiches. These are like
sloppy Joe sandwiches, only without the sloppy. Pretty much ground beef on a
roll. I have one with cheese, an order of fries, a chocolate malt, and follow it all
with a slice of rhubarb pie. The woman sitting next to us at the counter takes a
photo for us. She is from Lakewood, Colorado, in town visiting her family who
are all also sitting in the next several seats down from us at the counter.

The next 70 miles of our route are on US-6. We make one stop at the
Casey’s in Merengo after 54 miles to refill our water supplies. I also eat an iced
donut, a slice of pizza, and drink another cup of coffee mixed with chocolate

soft serve. There are drainage culverts nearby that have turned into their own
little ecosystems because of all of the recent rain. This means there are
hundreds of tiny frogs all over the parking lot, and it’s almost hard to walk
without stepping on them. The cashier in Casey’s is constantly trying to keep
them from entering the store every time the door opens. Curt makes
reservations at the Quality Inn in Coralville, the Iowa City suburbs. This will just
about put us back on schedule for making up the miles we fell short yesterday.
We grind out the final 28 miles to Coralville and find our way to the Quality
Inn. I had noticed that my saddle had developed a minor squeaking sound, but
didn’t give it much thought. I assumed it was just because of dampness and dirt
from all of the rain we had ridden in. When I grab my bike by the nose of the
saddle to move it, the seat separates, and some metal parts fall to the ground.
Upon closer inspection, I notice that the tensioning bolt had broken.
I ride on a Brooks B.17 saddle, which consists of a pair of curved metal rails
with a thick piece of leather stretched over them. The leather hovers over the
rails, and since mine is so well broken in, it has formed to the shape of my own sit
bones, and provides a fair amount of cushion from the flexibility of the leather.
When it sags too far over time, the tensioning bolt is used to extend the nose of
the saddle, stretching the leather to make it rise higher above the rails. With the
tensioning bolt gone, the leather drops right on top of the rails. I will not be able
to ride it like this.
I think of replacing the bolt, maybe find a hardware store, but the bolt is a
specialty part, made just for interfacing with the saddle hardware. My next best
option I can think of is to find a bike shop, and hope I can find a replacement
saddle. A man in the hotel lobby overhears my predicament and recommends
a shop from which he has recently purchased a bike, Geoff’s Bike and Ski. I try
to call, but the shop is closed. An internet phone search turns up Sugar Bottom
Bikes, and they are open until 8:00. I explain to Mitch the adventure we’re on,
and the trouble I just ran into, and he tells me that they have a Brooks B.17 in

stock. It’s a natural leather color, not dyed black like the one I just broke, but I’ll
take it. What other option do I have, anyway? It’s 7:30, I probably don’t have
enough time to get to the shop before they close. Mitch seems intrigued
enough about our experience that he offers to personally deliver the new
saddle directly to our hotel after his shop closes!
I’m not thrilled with the idea of starting to break in a brand new saddle in
the middle of a big tour, but happy that I was able to find a replacement so
conveniently. I take a shower, and shortly after Mitch shows up with the saddle.
Curt and I put our dirty clothes in the laundry and begin to walk to a restaurant
called Vestas, on a recommendation from the front desk clerk. About halfway
there, it starts to drizzle as we are walking past a place called 30hop. We
decide to go there instead, where I enjoy a cocoa milk stout, chips with
guacamole, a salad, and a comically large porkloin sandwich with fries.

We walk back to hotel, pleased that the rain has stopped. We move our
laundry from the washing machine to the dryer, and I install the new saddle on
my bike. Curt fetches our laundry, we sort through it, and get it packed up for
tomorrow.
Day 25 – Thursday, 20 June 2019
Coralville, IA to Sheffield, IL

117.97 miles

We rise at 5:00, get bags packed and have to do a little shuffle to get
bikes loaded. Our hotel room is on the second floor, and there is no elevator.
This means that last night we had to unload the bikes on the first floor to make
them lighter, carry them upstairs then return for our bags. Now we take the bikes
down first, make a second trip with the bags then load everything on the bikes.
We leave the bikes parked outside the lobby while we eat a breakfast of
a sausage, egg, and cheese muffin, half of a banana nut waffle, coffee,
orange juice, and yogurt. We fill our water bottles with ice and water, oil our
bike chains, and get riding just before 7:00. I was ready a half hour ago, but
Curt is typically a little bit slower than me getting everything done.
We begin on some very busy city streets, take a bike path through the
University of Iowa campus, and then ride along the Iowa River Corridor Trail to
leave Iowa City. We need to make several detours onto streets since several
portions of the trail are closed because of flood debris. Our route continues
onto Sand Road Southeast, which is smooth concrete with a very wide shoulder.

The directions on our route tell us to turn left onto 500th Street Southeast.
This is a “B” level maintenance road, which pretty much means no maintenance
at all. Judging by the looks of the road, the recent weather patterns, and our
past experiences, we decide that the next ten miles could potentially be thick,
peanut butter-like mud that is nearly impossible to ride through, tending to

accumulate on the bike, making it very heavy, and possibly causing
mechanical malfunctions. This sounds like a little more adventure than we’re
looking for, so we continue south for one more mile to take the paved road that
runs parallel to the “B” road all the way to West Liberty.
We find the grocery store where we restock our Gatorade mix, and also
pick up some granola bars, bananas, and a package of sugar wafer cookies.
Around the corner is a post office, where I box up my old, broken saddle to mail
back to my house. I’m hoping to get a warranty replacement or repair from
Brooks when I get back home from this trip.
We follow US-6 for about 15 miles then follow a series of dirt/gravel roads
that take us most of the remaining 15 miles to Blue Grass. We stop at the Mayne
Street Pub & Grub for lunch. Curt and I split some fried cauliflower, and I order a
Piggly Wiggly sandwich, loaded tots, and a root beer. The sandwich is another
oversized pork tenderloin with Swiss cheese mushrooms and onions, and the
tater tots are topped with bacon, onions, cheese and sour cream. We can’t
help but comment on how good some of the meals we’ve eaten on this trip
have been.

This new saddle hasn’t been feeling right. I was expecting a little
discomfort from the change, but I’ve been experiencing the most amount of
pain I’ve ever felt from a bicycle seat. I’m wondering if there’s an adjustment I
can make to relieve this, and as I’m looking closer, I realize that this is not the
same saddle that I thought it was. Stamped in the side of the leather are the
words “Champion Narrow.” My old saddle was marked “Champion Standard.”

It turns out that the B.17 comes in different widths, and not knowing this, I did not
specify to Mitch at Sugar Bottom Bikes which one I needed, and ended up with
the wrong one. This could be a problem, but there is nothing I can do about it
at this very moment. I’m hoping that maybe this one will break in and get more
comfortable, but I’m probably going to start searching for bike shops along our
route to see if there is one that stocks the “Standard” saddle that I need.
We leave Blue Grass on US-61, and for the next five miles we ride on a
divided highway that feels just like an interstate. We are supposed to take River
Drive to the Riverfront Trail, but both are closed because of damage from the
recently flooded Mississippi River. We follow the detour signs through city traffic
into Davenport, where we cross the Mississippi into Rock Island, Illinois, on the
Government Bridge, also known as the Arsenal Bridge.
After filming Curt’s state line crossing burpee video, we get on the Great
River Trail. This only last about four miles before we need to detour back onto
the streets, since there are crews still working on unburying parts the trail from
flood debris. We make our way through fairly heavy city traffic and stop in
Carbon Cliff, where we get some ice cream at Casey’s.
Another 2.5 miles of roads lead us to the Hennepin Canal Trail. This trail
feels very similar to the D&L Trail that we often ride back home. It starts out with
a brief stretch of pavement followed by miles of continuous, flat, two-track
gravel. There are a few sections where the trail has been washed out by the
recent flooding the Midwest has been getting, but we are able to pedal our
way through without incident. There are so many bugs. As long as we keep
moving steadily it doesn’t seem too bad, but any time we stop, it doesn’t take
very long for a small swarm to accumulate around us. Because of this, we cover
the next 38 miles to Sheffield with only a couple very short stops. The situation
with my saddle has not improved, and I am still in a lot of pain. I’m trying my
best to appreciate this incredible trail, but riding is really kind of miserable right
now, I can’t wait to get off the bike.

We pull into the Hickory Grove Campground, adjacent to the trail, at
about 6:30 pm. We approach the office, and a mildly frustrated woman named
June May checks us in. She was just ready to leave for the day as we pulled in,
and we could tell she just wanted to get out of there. It’s $23 each for the night,
but she reduces it to $20 since I pay in cash. She can tell we’re tired and hungry
and comps us a couple candy bars and a bundle of firewood. She also gives us
a menu from Belluccio’s, a local Italian restaurant that will deliver to the
campground.
We both douse ourselves with bug repellant, and while we are setting up
our tents, we are approached by a couple in a golf cart. We talk briefly with
Linda and Jimmer about our travels and they tell us they’ll be back in a few
minutes with some refreshments for us. They drive away and return shortly with a
cooler full of ice with four bottles of water and eight cans of Coors Light. They
tell us to consume whatever we want and leave the cooler for them to retrieve
in the morning.

While Curt is in the shower, I phone Belluccio’s to order an 18” XX-large
supreme pizza for Curt and I to share, plus an additional Italian beef sub for
myself, as I am especially hungry tonight. The food arrives very quickly, and I get
a call from the delivery driver. I walk the quarter mile to the campground office
to pick up and pay for our dinner. As I am walking back to our campsite, Linda
and Jimmer roll up on their golf cart and offer me a ride.

I eat the entire sandwich, and Curt and I polish off about ¾ of the pizza.
The food is pretty good, but we both agree it’s no Nicolosi’s, our favorite local
pizza place back home. I finally get a shower then decide to try to light a
campfire, which does not go so well. We were given some firewood, but we
have no kindling. I try to use all of the paper, cardboard, and burnable trash
that we have, along with some of the liquid fuel I have for my stove, but am
unable to get the larger pieces of wood to stay lit. I bag up the remaining pizza
to save for breakfast for tomorrow morning. We decide it will be best to stash it
away in a corner in the bath house, since the building will offer protection from
any wildlife it may attract. I go to sleep smelling like smoke from the failed fire,
and concerned about my saddle issue.
Day 26 – Friday, 21 June 2019, Summer Solstice
Sheffield, IL to Matteson, IL

126.26 miles

The 5:00 alarm starts our packing process, and after eating the leftover
pizza from last night we get rolling at 6:45. We only ride 8.5 miles along the
Hennepin Canal Trail before pulling off and riding the 1.5 miles off course into
Wyanet for a typical Casey’s breakfast of a sausage, egg, and cheese croissant,
a donut, and coffee. I do a search for bike shops along our route in hopes of
finding a new saddle, but there is nothing open yet that I can even call to
check.

We ride another 13 miles on the trail before coming up on a serious
closure. A bridge has entirely washed out, and all that is left is some rebar and a
pile of concrete slabs in the wash. This appears to be some sort of drainage that
only flows while it is raining, as it is dry enough to walk across right now. We
debate our options, and decide it will be more time effective to cross this
drainage, rather than backtrack and refigure a route to get around. This
drainage is about six feet deep, and our bikes are far too heavy to safely lift
down and then back up the other side. This means we need to unpack our
luggage, and make several trips back and forth to transport our bikes then our
bags safely to the other side. We then repack our bikes and get riding again.
This entire ordeal takes about 15 minutes.

In another 1.5 miles we get on IL-29 at Bureau Junction. We ride
pavement with a fun, short downhill into Depue, then a few miles of gravel
along the Spring Valley-Marquette “Highway.” We climb back up a paved
road to Spring Valley, where we stop at the Casey’s for coffee mixed with
chocolate soft serve, a donut, and a slice of pizza. I phone a bike shop in Peru,
but they do not have the saddle I need. It looks like my next chance for a bike
shop will be in Ottawa, about 20 more miles east, but I can’t reach them on the
phone.
We follow US-6 into Peru then side streets into La Salle, where we pick up
the Illinois and Michigan (I&M) Trail, another flat, gravel canal path. We ride
another 13 miles to Ottawa, where we meet a group of four local bikers,
Margaret, Dixie, Rick and Shelly, from the Starved Rock Cycling Association.
They tell us that the local bike shop there is more of a co-op, probably wouldn’t
have what I needed, and definitely won’t be open today.

In about another five miles, the trail conditions change drastically. There
are a lot of muddy sections to ride through, and many stretches of standing

water. The mud isn’t the type that sticks to everything and accumulates, but it
makes parts of the trail very slippery. In the segments where there is standing
water the challenge is the inability to see where there may be rocks, roots, or
holes below the surface of the water. These variables cause us to be careful
and ride these sections at a much slower pace. It’s only a few miles, but those
miles eat up a lot of time at that slow pace.

The trail conditions improve, but are less than perfect, so we are still
moving a little slower than usual. When we reach Morris, there is another trail
closure that we cannot get around, at an aqueduct where the I&M Canal
crosses over Nettle Creek. We exit the trail and head into town, stopping at a BP
gas station to refill our water bottles and get some food. There are fewer
choices here than at our familiar Casey’s stops, so I settle for a rather
disappointing turkey sandwich and a donut. I do a search and find no bike

shops nearby. Curt talks with Karen on the phone and she advises us that there
is a storm system coming in behind us that we should be aware of.
We decide it might be best to stay off the questionable canal trail terrain,
so I decide to play “Garmin roulette,” and allow the GPS to plot a new course
toward Joliet. The next 11 miles take us on US-6 to Channahon. Here we
intersect the I&M Trail, which is now a paved surface, so we abandon the new
road route to continue along our originally intended route along the canal trail.
In another ten miles we reach Rockdale, and the end of the I&M Canal.
We get back on US-6, cross the Des Plaines River into Joliet then take a few side
streets to the entrance to the Old Plank Road Trail. We stop at the trailhead to
have a snack and check the weather. I do another search and unsuccessfully
make a couple phone calls to bike shops while Curt reserves a room at the
Comfort Inn in Matteson, about 15 more miles to the east.
The Old Plank Road Trail is flat and paved, but with multiple road crossings.
It takes us to within about a quarter mile from our hotel where we check in and
get showers. The desk clerk points us in the direction of where all the restaurants
are located, and we walk across US-30 to the Olive Garden for a late dinner,
around 9:00. I have spinach and artichoke dip, chicken fettuccine alfredo, and
of course unlimited breadsticks. We walk back to the hotel and put the TV on
for about an hour before going to sleep.
Day 27 – Saturday, 22 June 2019
Matteson, IL to Goshen, IN

118.65 miles

The alarm goes off at 5:00, but I decide to hit the snooze and sleep for just
a few extra minutes this morning. I’m usually ready before Curt anyway, so this
will give him a chance to get a jump on things. We get everything packed and
park our bikes outside the lobby to oil our chains and add air to our tires. Curt
experiences a minor issue when the valve core gets removed by the pump

head and his front tire goes completely flat. That is easy enough to fix, and only
adds a few extra minutes of inconvenience.
We do the hotel breakfast, a sausage, egg, and cheese muffin, half of a
banana nut waffle, yogurt with granola, and coffee. We get rolling about 6:50
and ride the remaining five miles of the Old Plank Road Trail then the Thorn
Creek Red Paved Trail through Chicago Heights. We ride about seven miles of
streets through Glenwood and into Maynard, Indiana. Since we have been
riding on trails and secondary roads, the state line must not have been marked
well, if at all, so we do not realize that we have left Illinois.

We pick up the Pennsy Greenway for two miles then back on roads into
Griffith where we stop for a second breakfast at Casey’s. This is where we realize
that we have crossed the state line, and have been in Indiana for several miles
already. I have a sausage, egg, and cheese croissant, hash browns, a donut,
and coffee mixed with chocolate soft serve before filming Curt’s belated state
line crossing burpee video. It’s starting to get windy, and my saddle is killing me.
It’s really hard to ride today. Usually I can sit with my full body weight on the
seat and spin full circles with my legs, but it feels like there is a wedge between
my sit bones, and it is trying to spread my hips apart. To compensate for this, I’m
spending a lot of time standing up riding, which is tearing up my legs.
In another couple miles, in Ross, we get on the Oak Savannah Trail, which
takes us about seven miles to Hobart. The Prairie Duneland Trail takes us another
eleven miles to Chesterton. Another 21 miles of roads get us to LaPorte, where
we stop at El Bracero for a rather mediocre Mexican lunch of a beef burrito, rice,

beans, chips, guacamole, and a root beer. I am so glad to be off my bike for
the next 45 minutes.
I lower my seat post on my bike, which allows me to slide back on the
saddle as far as possible, and sit on the widest point, right on top of the metal
rail that the leather is riveted to. This is definitely not ideal, but makes riding
slightly less miserable. In about another 15 miles, Curt and I stop for a snack
break at a roadside farm offering “pick your own strawberries.” For $5.00 each
we pick enough strawberries to gorge ourselves, Curt buys a jar of strawberry
jalapeno jam, and the woman who owns the place offers us each a bottle of
cold water, and a second water bottle that has been frozen solid.

The wind has really picked up, and we are riding directly into it for the
remainder of the day. After another 14 miles, we stop at a Philips 66 in the
southern outskirts of South Bend. We refill out water and Gatorade bottles then
push on through the wind to Goshen. As we roll into the outskirts of town, we are
greeted by Curt’s sister, Cassandra, her husband, Tom, and their two kids,
Suzanna and Alfie. They had been following us via my Spot tracker, and were
able to intercept our route. After a brief hello, we continue into town and meet
them at the Chief for ice cream. I get a triple dip and mix three flavors: butter
pecan, mocha chip, and toasted coconut. Urban and Janet, Curt’s parents,
also meet us for ice cream at the Chief, and I feel like I’m in the middle of a
family reunion.
Curt and I meet Urban and Janet at their house about two miles away,
shower, and sit down for dinner. His parents have prepared us an incredible

meal of a kind of beef stew called Pakistani Kima, rice, salad, homemade bread
with applebutter and the strawberry jalapeno jam that Curt bought earlier
today, cherry cheesecake for dessert, and a cup of French press decaf. I can
tell Curt is elated to be around family, we are both full from dinner, and looking
forward to having a day off the bikes tomorrow.
Day 28 – Sunday, 23 June 2019
Goshen, IN – rest day

9.67 miles

I get up a little after 6:00, but everyone else is still sleeping. I do a search
for local (within 30 miles) bike shops, but it seems that none of them are open
today. I need to take care of this saddle problem, so I decide to order the one
that I need from Amazon, and have it shipped next-day to my friend Pam in
Pittsburgh. I will check with her tomorrow night to be positive that it actually
arrived and is the correct item. This means that I still have three more days of
suffering with the saddle that I have now, but at least I know that it will only be
three days, not the entire remainder of our trip.
Curt and I get our laundry started while Urban and Janet prepare a
breakfast of scrambled eggs, scrapple, toasted homemade bread with
strawberry jalapeno jam, French pressed coffee, and homemade granola with
fresh strawberries and raw milk. We finish with our laundry, and get everything as
packed as we can for tomorrow.
We drive to the Goshen Brewing Company to meet more of Curt’s family
for brunch. The eight of us that were at the Chief yesterday, plus Curt’s brother,
Jason, along with his wife and three kids are there, and it’s good to hear some
of the stories from when they were growing up on the farm in Pennsylvania. I
have an Irish stout, and something called the biker bowl, a biscuit with gravy,
bacon, cheese, and a duck egg. We walk around the corner and snack on
some fresh juneberries from a tree while we discuss our evening plans.

We head back to Urban and Janet’s house, where Curt and I pitch our
tents in the backyard, as they are still wet from the heavy morning dew at the
last campground. They dry quickly, we repack them, and we prepare to head
to Cassandra and Tom’s for dinner. Cassanadra had ridden with Suzanna on
bicycles to meet us, and Suzanna is anxious to get to ride with me and Curt.
Everyone else drives there in cars while Curt, Suzanna and I ride our bikes. It’s
nice to see a young teen interested in riding the 10 miles on her bike rather than
taking the easy car ride. It’s a nice, easy, flat, slow ride, with one stop for a few
minutes to wait for a passing train.
Cassandra and Tom’s place is awesome. They have several acres on
which they are raising animals, in addition to a large wooded area. They built
the house themselves, out of a lot of lumber that they milled themselves, in
addition to some reclaimed materials. Tom said when they were planning to
build it, he took a woodworking class for a year before they even got started,
and they did a great job building it.
We have some homemade salsa and guacamole, along with mint iced
tea. Curt’s Uncle, John, and his wife show up. John is a big part of the reason
Curt decided to take this trip with me, as he has done some similar bicycle
touring. We trade stories over some hoppy beer then move out to the backyard
picnic table for dinner. We feast on fish tacos, made from fish that Tom caught

himself. I can only imagine how many fish he must catch, because we ate a
serious number of tacos.
Cassandra drives Curt and I back to their parents’ house. We meet John’s
son, Joel, who is riding a 1976 Honda CB500 that has apparently been passed
through the family over the last several decades. I feel like I’ve met most of
Curt’s extended family in the last 24 hours. We reluctantly break up the party,
say our goodbyes, and get to bed around 10:00.
Day 29 – Monday, 24 June 2019
Goshen, IN to Stony Ridge, OH

136.57 miles

We’re up at 5:00, and get everything packed onto our bikes while Curt’s
parents make us another award-winning breakfast of scrambled eggs, scrapple,
pancakes with maple syrup made by Curt’s brother, Jason, granola with fresh
strawberries, and some really good, strong, French pressed Costa Rican coffee.
I decide to lower my seat post just a little bit more, since that seems to have
helped with easing my pain. We say our goodbyes and hit the road around 7:15.
We ride a paved road east out of Goshen, and after about 16 miles the
terrain turns to gravel and dirt. The surface is soft from last night’s rain, so a little
extra effort is required. We see a lot of horses and cows grazing in the fields of
the farms that we pass. We also notice many horse-drawn carriages on the
roads, more than I’ve ever noticed in the Amish country of central Pennsylvania.

Along this trip we have seen many dead animals along the side of the
road including, but not limited to snakes, turtles, groundhogs, and even a few
birds. Today as we are riding we encounter a raccoon lying in the middle of the
road, recently fatally injured, but not dead yet, trying to move, but unable. As
much as we hate to see another creature suffering, this isn’t exactly the type of
situation that requires a 911 call, and we aren’t inclined to stop to put it out of its
misery, so we ride on.
We miss a turn on our route, but catch our mistake after only ¼ mile, and
correct it without adding too much distance or time. After about 58 miles of
riding, we notice on our GPS map that we have come to the Indiana/Ohio state
line. There is no signage marking this border, as we are on an unpaved, rural,
road that probably only sees local traffic. We stop to film Curt’s burpee video
and have a snack. We continue on into Ohio, where the road surface turns to
pavement.

In about 2 more miles, there is a town that lies about 1 mile south of our
planned route, but in 10 more miles, there is a larger town that lies about 1 mile
out of our way to the north, and looks like it will have more options for food. We
push on to Montpelier, and end up at Rowe’s Recreation for second breakfast
at about 1:30. After feasting on eggs sausage links, rye toast, home fries, a

biscuit with gravy, and coffee, we refill our water bottles and get back on the
road.
The wind is now blowing out of the southwest. We are heading east,
which means this is a helpful tailwind for the most part. There are a few points
where our route turns to the south, and we have to grind into the headwind, but
for no more than a mile or so at a time. After another 30 miles, we pick up the
Wabash Cannonball Trail. This is a gravel trail, but a lot of it has been overgrown
with grass, and requires a lot of effort to push through. We debate getting off
the trail to follow a parallel road instead, but when we reach our next
opportunity to exit, we notice that the trail conditions ahead are improving to
just gravel, with not so much greenery to traverse. A little bit further and the trail
becomes beautiful pavement with a dashed yellow center line, and we are
making better time.
After riding 119 miles, between Monclova and Maumee, we stop to ask a
man walking his dog if he knows where we can find some food. He directs us
about one mile south to the Shops at Fallen Timbers, a retail shopping district
which seems similar to the Promenade Shops at Saucon Valley near home. We
were thinking about lunch, but are distracted by a small shop called What’s the
Scoop where we get about a pint of ice cream each instead.
The remaining 16 miles of our ride is all roads to Stony Ridge. We make our
way to the KOA campground and talk briefly with the owners who are originally
from central Pennsylvania. Today has been better than the last few as far as my
saddle pain is concerned, but still not satisfactory, so it feels good to be done
riding for the day.
Curt and I split a half gallon of milk, which I have always found to be a
great post-ride recovery drink. We chat a little with the couple staying in the
cabin next to us as we pitch our tents then shower and prepare dinner. Tonight
I’m having Mountain House freeze dried chili mac with beef and a can of root
beer. One meal wasn’t quite enough food, even though it’s labeled as 2.5

servings, but another whole meal would probably be too much, so we decide
to cook one more and split it between the two of us. Since it’s a breakfast skillet
with eggs and hashbrowns, I also brew a cup of coffee to go with it. For dessert I
eat what used to be a pair of peanut butter cups, but have been melted and
re-solidified into a single misshapen chocolate and peanut butter mass. I’m
feeling very thirsty this evening, so I have a giant can of iced tea while we relax
for a while before brushing my teeth and heading to bed.
Day 30 – Tuesday, 25 June 2019
Stony Ridge, OH to Stow, OH

126.47 miles

It’s a typical 5:00 morning start, we get our things packed back on the
bikes, and get on the road around 6:15. Based on a recommendation from the
KOA owners, we alter our route to ride about 7 miles on US-20 to stop at
Granny’s for breakfast. I have corned beef hash, eggs, toast, a pancake,
homefries and coffee. We get our bottles filled with ice and water then head
back out.

Instead of detouring to find our intended route, we stay on US-20 to save
a few miles. This takes us 14 miles along a busy highway to Fremont, where we
pick up our route again. We zig zag through town before getting on the North
Coast Inland Trail, which parallels US-20, but without the automobile traffic. After
12 miles, the trail gets detoured onto streets passing through Bellevue, where we
stop briefly at a Circle K for drinks and a snack break.

We follow the North Coast Inland Trail about another 20 miles to its end
then a few miles of roads take us into Wakeman, where we stop for lunch at
Sterk’s Restaurant. I pig out on an open faced hot turkey sandwich with gravy,
mashed potatoes, cole slaw, and a root beer. A big slice of chocolate cream
pie follows nicely.

We roll for another 15 miles before stopping at the Sunoco gas station in
LaGrange for a Coke and some other sugary snacks. We continue on, and the
route becomes more hilly. After another 26 miles we pull off at the Bath Baseball
Park for a short break and a snack. We are both feeling a little tired and starting
to get hungry, feeling the need for a full meal.
In 10 more miles, as we are entering Cuyahoga Valley National Park, we
encounter another road closure. We debate altering our route, but a local man
walking his dog informs us that the closure is because of a tree that has fallen
across the road. While cars cannot pass, we should easily be able to lift our bike

over the tree and pass through. We continue on our course, down the hill into
the river valley, get around the downed tree, and prepare to climb back out
the east side of the valley.
We get passed by a road biker. Normally we would try to get on his wheel,
but we are both feeling tired, so we let him pull ahead. Not too much further
ahead, he stops and waits for us to catch up. He could tell by the way our bikes
were loaded that we are in the middle of something big and stops us to ask
about our adventure. We chat briefly, he gives Curt $20 for dinner tonight, and
offers to lead us into Stow, our intended destination.
Tom leads us out, and we do our best to stay on his wheel. He tells us that
he is a retired professional basketball player. He was recruited by the Utah Jazz
years ago, ended up playing in a league in the Philippines, and spent 25 years
there. He tells us about how he did a cross-country bike tour similar to ours to
raise money to start an orphanage over there, and that he has adopted over 30
kids. His story is intriguing, and I’m glad he wants to tell it because talking while
riding tends to slow the pace a bit. It has been a long day of riding so Curt and I
are both tired. Tom leads us to the Tavern of Stow, and gives us another $20 for
dinner. He gives us his cell phone number and tells us to call if our campground
doesn’t work out. Curt and I are amazed at the overly generous amount of
hospitality this total stranger has shown us.
My stomach has been bothering for me the last few miles, and I’m hoping
that it’s only because I’m hungry from burning so many calories. We sit down for
dinner and I eat a large place of chicken fettuccine alfredo, breadsticks, a
hummus plate, and a root beer. This only adds to my gastric distress problems. It
feels like my stomach has been pressurized with an air pump.
Curt and I ride to the shopping center across the street to get a few
grocery items at the Giant Eagle. I feel so horrible that I take a nap in the grass
while Curt goes inside to pick up what we need. The next few miles to the
campground are extremely painful. I feel as though if I vomit, it might relieve

some of the pressure, but I know that my body really needs the food calories so I
decide to just suffer with the pain. I very slowly set up camp and crawl into my
tent. I’m so incredibly uncomfortable that I can’t even muster up enough
energy to clean up before I pass out.
Day 31 – Wednesday, 26 June 2019
Stow, OH to Pittsburgh, PA

124.76 miles

My alarm goes off at 5:00, but I don’t get up for about another 40 minutes.
I’m thankful to be feeling a lot better than last night, but still not great. We
break down camp, pack our bikes, and very slowly roll out at about 6:45. A
combination of roads and Bike and Hike trails lead us the 11 into Ravenna,
where we stop at Megan’s Family Restaurant for a breakfast of eggs, sausage
links, toast, homefries, and coffee.

Today feels like a real grind. We’re covering some ground, but I still don’t
feel real good. The next 45 miles of roads are full of rolling hills which are
draining my energy. I’m also still dealing with saddle pains, and all I can think
about is getting to Pittsburgh where I’m confident that issue will soon be resolved.
As we roll into Columbiana I see a sign for a place called the Sandwich
Factory. That sounds like that kind of place I need right about now. I order a

giant sized “super sub” with fries and a root beer, and end up saving half of the
sub for later.

In another 11 miles we hit the Ohio/Pennsylvania state line, and make a
very short stop for Curt to film his burpee video. In five more miles we stop at a
Dollar General store to pick up a bag of ice, water, and Gatorade for our
bottles, and also a couple popsicles since it is so hot and humid.
In Beaver, PA, we stop in the parking lot of Bruster’s Real Ice Cream. The
line seems very long, and as much as I would love some ice cream right now, I
don’t want to wast too much time. I’m really looking forward to just getting into
Pittsburgh so I can get off the bike for a day and finally put the correct saddle
back on it.
Our route takes us along the south side of the Ohio River, through a very
industrial area. We cross a bridge onto Neville Island and pick up the Three
Rivers Heritage Trail, which is a bike lane that parallels the main road along the
island. At the other end of the island we are supposed to cross another bridge
back to the south side of the Ohio River, but the bridge is under construction,
and closed. We wander onto the bridge to see if we can convince the
construction workers to let us pass by, but they say it is not possible to safely get
off the other end of the bridge. This means we have to backtrack the three
miles across Neville Island to take the detour route, PA-51, which adds several
hills to our evening.

We are finally able to make our way into downtown Pittsburgh and finish
our day at the Point State Park Fountain, which sits at the confluence where the
Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers meet to form a much larger Ohio River.
Curt rides to a hotel to meet Karen, who has driven from home to meet him. I
eat the second half of my sandwich leftover from lunch while waiting for my
friend Pam to pick me up and give me a ride to her house.

I get a shower and we go to meet Rhett and their son Alex at Mad Mex. I
eat a giant carnitas burrito with a margarita. It’s great to be back in a fun city
catching up with friends that I have known since my school days. We catch up
on old times, and I share some stories about our current adventure before
heading back to Pam’s house to call it a night.
Day 32 – Thursday, 27 June 2019
Pittsburgh, PA – rest day

2.41 miles

I sleep late, and head down to the kitchen around 7:30. I make myself a
pot of super strong coffee and get my laundry started. Pam and I head to the
Square Café for a typical breakfast: eggs, sausage links, a pancake, homefries
and orange juice. We head back to the house, I move my laundry to the dryer,
and install my new Brooks B.17 Standard saddle.
I ride over to the local post office so that I can mail the old saddle to my
house so I won’t have to carry it the remainder of the trip. I needed to purchase
a box and a roll of packing tape, but the man waiting in line behind me offers to

buy the roll of tape for himself and lets me use the little bit that I need. I am a
little amazed that even in a big city I am encountering kind, generous folks.
Back at the house I eat my leftover Mad Mex for lunch and get my
laundry packed away. Pam and I get Alex out of his Adventure Camp early so
that we can head to Page Dairy Mart for some really good ice cream.
Curt and Karen meet us at Pam’s house around 5:30 and I give them a
tour of some of the remodeling work I had done several years ago. Rhett, Sara,
and their son Charlie meet us there and bring Mineo’s pizza for dinner. We
spend another evening catching up and sharing stories until Curt and Karen
head back to their hotel. I prepare for tomorrow’s ride and get to bed early.
Day 33 – Friday, 28 June 2019
Pittsburgh, PA to Frostburg, MD

143.99 miles

I’m up at 5:00, get dressed, pack my bags, and head downstairs for a cup
of leftover coffee from yesterday. I bring my bike out of the garage and load it
with all my gear. Pam meets me outside to say goodbye just before I roll out at
6:00.
I try to use my Garmin to navigate to Point State Park, where I will meet
Curt, but a few wrong turns send me on a wild goose chase, adding a few extra
miles and hill climbs before our day “officially” even starts. I am supposed to
meet Curt at 7:00, but he sends me amessage that he is running late, which
gives me time to run to McDonald’s for two sausage and egg muffins with hash
browns and orange juice. I meet with Curt and we get rolling at about 7:20.
Our route today will be entirely along the Great Allegheny Passage route
which takes us a few downtown city blocks to the Eliza Furnace Trail. It’s nice to
be on a bike path, but it is loud at times, as we are right next to interstate 376.
After three miles we cross the Hot Metal Bridge to the south side of the
Monongahela River, where the trail feels much less urban for about four more
miles until we get to Homestead. Here the trail runs along the Waterfront Town

Center, a very commercial renovation of a former steelworks plant, with many
retail stores and restaurants.
We cross the Monongahela River and navigate our way through
McKeesport, and get back on the trail which follows the Youghiogheny River. In
Sutersville I had planned on stopping at Yough Twister for some ice cream, but
we arrive far too early in the day, and they are not yet open for business.

After riding about 48 miles, we stop for a bathroom and snack break in
Cedar Creek Park, near Port Royal. We invent a new snack which is a sandwich
containing a banana with some chocolate peanut butter schmear between
two Stroopwafels.

The miles seem to be disappearing fast today, as the trail has been
relatively flat, and I feel so much better on this new saddle. Our next stop is not
for another 20 miles where we stop at the Martin’s grocery store in Connellsville

to buy lunch. We sit outside at a display of a picnic table and chairs that is for
sale and eat a half turkey sub, an Italian wrap, a big of chips and a coke.
We ride another 17 miles to Ohiopyle where we stop for ice cream and
another Coke. This is a very popular stopping point for many trail users and we
chat briefly with a few other riders, some of them riding the entire Great
Allegheny Passage/C&O Canal Trail from Pittsburgh to Washington, D.C.

The trail has started to climb gradually. Although the grade is a maximum
of 2%, which is fairly flat, we can feel that our pace has slowed a little since this
morning. We ride another 27 miles without stopping, to Rockwood, our intended
endpoint for the day. It is early enough in the day, and we are both feeling
pretty good, so we decide to make the push to Frostburg, MD, where I know
there is a great campground.

20 more miles get us to the top of the climb, at the Eastern Continental
Divide. This is the division of the watersheds of the Gulf of Mexico and the
Atlantic Ocean. This also means that it will be downhill for the rest of our ride
today, and the first part of tomorrow morning. We stop briefly for a picture
before beginning our gradual descent.

We pass through the long, but lighted Big Savage Tunnel and reach the
Mason-Dixon Line in about three miles. This was the major dividing line between
North and South during the Civil War. It also happens to be the
Pennsylvania/Maryland state border, so we stop to take a few photos and film
Curt’s burpee video.

We pass through the much shorter, unlit Borden Tunnel along the way
remaining five miles of slight downhill. Although it is still very light out, we need
lights to pass through the tunnel. At Frostburg we need to climb for about ½ mile

up several switchbacks to reach the Trail Inn. We check in and have to push our
bikes up one more ridiculously steep ramp to the campsite.
We get our camp set up then walk back down the ramp to the showers,
where towels, soap, and shampoo are all provided - not too bad for camping.
We walk back up the ramp, through the campsite, and out the “secret
backway” which leads us through what appears to be a residential backyard
and into the town. We had decided it would be better to see if we could get a
good meal at a restaurant instead of settling for the freeze-dried camping meals
we would have ended up eating otherwise.
We end up at LG’s Pizzeria and Pub where I have the Legend Burger with
fries, a side salad, and a root beer after splitting pretzels with beer and cheese
dip with Curt. After a slice of caramel chocolate brownie cheesecake we head
back to camp, stuffed and tired. For the first time this trip we see fireflies, and
there are many of them. I feel like I will sleep very well tonight.
Day 34 – Saturday, 29 June 2019
Frostburg, MD to Hagerstown, MD

100.01 miles

We get up at 6:00 this morning. We had decided to give ourselves an
extra hour since we had such a big day yesterday, and are ahead of schedule.
We pack everything up, head down the ramp to the bath house, and get rolling
back down the switchbacks to the trail shortly after 7:15.

It’s a fast roll for the first 15 miles, with another tunnel to pass through along
the way. The Brush Tunnel is shared by the Great Allegheny Passage trail and a
tourist railroad that runs between Cumberland and Frostburg, but we do not see
any trains running today. In Cumberland we stop at the Queen City Creamery
for a sausage, egg, and cheese muffin with hash browns and dark roast coffee.
Curt’s oatmeal with brown sugar, blueberries, and almonds looks good, so I also
have a serving of that. The food at this place is incredibly good, but the service
seems to have declined somewhat since the last time I was here. Even though
the place seems pretty empty, they forget part of our order, and the coffee
seems to take forever to arrive, but we’re ahead of schedule and feeling
relaxed, so it’s nothing to fret about today.

After breakfast we make a quick stop at the Cumberland Trail Connection,
which is a bicycle shop that also sells camping and outdoor gear, along with
homebrew equipment. We don’t need anything, but we poke around a bit and
pick up a C&O Canal trail map on the way out.
We have reached the end of the Great Allegheny Passage, and are now
continuing along the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal. There are hiker-biker
campsites located along the trail approximately every ten miles, consisting of a
flat area cleared of trees suitable for tent camping, a portable toilet, and a

hand-pump water well. We ride for about 28 miles before stopping at one of
these, the Purslane Run Campsite, to refill our water bottles.

In about 2 more miles we detour from the trail to cross the Potomac River
into Paw, Paw, West Virginia. Of course we stop on the state line for Curt to film
his burpee video before proceeding into town. We had planned on stopping at
a place called Ellie’s for ice cream, but are disappointed to find that it is no
longer in business. There’s a family restaurant across the street, but it seems too
early to sit down for a full meal. We turn back, film another burpee video as we
cross back into Maryland, and continue on the trail about another half mile to
the entrance to the Paw Paw Tunnel.
Before we enter the tunnel, I stop to attach a secondary light to the top of
my helmet. As I do this, we chat briefly with a couple other trail users and we all
get a chuckle when I realize I put the light on my helmet facing backwards. I
remove it, re-attach it properly, and we proceed.
The Paw Paw Tunnel is long and dark, the surface is rough at points, and
there is only a sketchy safety railing between trail users and the canal a few feet
below. For this reason it is recommended that riders walk their bikes, but it feels
safer and more controllable to ride our heavily loaded bikes, rather than pushing
them. We pass through the tunnel without incident, and stop briefly on the other
side to take a few photos.

Since Cumberland, the trail has been very flat, so we are able to roll at a
very consistent pace. This part of the trail does not drain water as well as the
gradual hill we were riding on yesterday and earlier this morning, so this means
there are many mud and water puddles along the way. Several days ago this
entire trail was probably a muddy mess, but it has had a few days to dry out
since the last rain, so we are able to pick our way between most of the puddles.
Occasionally we encounter some larger, unavoidable mud puddles, and our
bikes and gear are starting to accumulate a fair amount of it. We ride another
14 miles before stopping at the entrance to the campground at Little Orleans for
a snack.
We continue for another 17 miles to Hancock, where we stop at about
3:00 for a late lunch at Buddy Lou’s Eats Drinks & Antiques. Although it is hot
outside, we decide to sit on the outdoor patio since we are now both fithy from
the mud we have been picking up from the trail. I have a root beer float and a
Reuben with chips and pork rinds.
We had planned on staying at one of the primitive hiker-biker campsites
tonight, but since we are so dirty, decide it would be better to camp at a place
that offers a shower facility. After a brief search, we find the
Hagerstown/Antietam Battlefield KOA Holiday campground, get off the trail,
and follow the remaining 20 miles of hilly roads to get there.

We check in and go to our campsite to as set up our tents. As is typical,
we find a rock on the ground to pound our tent stakes into the ground. Doug,
one of our RV neighbors, walks over to offer us a hammer to pound in our tent
stakes, and tells that he has a beer waiting for us over at his place when we are
done. Of course we decide to join him for a Budweiser, and he introduces us to
the rest of his party. He and his wife, Tracy, are from North Carolina, Kris and her
husband Stacey live in the area locally, and Ken and Deb are their newly met
friends on vacation from Arizona. Doug and Tracy offer us dinner, so we head to
the shower to get cleaned up before rejoining them.
Curt and I are both a little hesitant to have someone else cook us dinner,
as we know just how much food we are going to need to eat, and we don’t
want to look like pigs. We figure that we’ll have a small dinner with them, and
then head to the camp store/restaurant to get our fill. Instead, they provide a
small feast including enormous grilled chicken breasts, salad, potatoes au gratin,
zucchini with onions, watermelon and pineapple slices. Knowing that more than
one beer will probably ruin tomorrow morning for me, I switch to drinking Pepsi,
which they also provide. We definitely get our fill of food, and spend the
evening talking about both our and their bicycling adventures, among many
other things, until after 9:00. This has been yet another amazing experience,
being shown incredible hospitality from total strangers, and one of many reasons
a trip like this can be so rewarding.

We notice there are lightning bugs again tonight. There is also a lightning
storm rolling in, so we make sure all of our belongings are under cover,
protected from any possible rain. A light shower starts as we crawl into our tents,
but a look at the radar tells us that it should pass before we get up in the
morning.
Day 35 – Sunday, 30 June 2019
Hagerstown, MD to Lancaster, PA

102.43 miles

Yet another 5:00 alarm gets our morning started. We pack up our gear,
our tents being the only things that got wet from the rain last night, and get
rolling around 6:15. After only four miles, we stop at the Sheetz in Huyett for a
breakfast of a sausage, egg, and cheese muffin, tater tots, coffee, an apple
fritter, and a glazed donut.
In a few more miles, we turn onto PA163 (Mason Dixon Road), which runs
adjacent to the state line between Maryland and Pennsylvania. We had
crossed the state line back into Pennsylvania, and didn’t realize it until we saw a
huge “Welcome to Pennsylvania” sign as we crossed over Interstate 81. We
stop in State Line, PA, to film Curt’s traditional burpee video.

Our route consists of all paved roads today. Other than one 400 foot
climb over about six miles, there are only little rolling hills, but many of them, so
we are constantly going up and down all day. We take a short snack break
after about 38 miles, and in another 13 we stop in Heidlersburg at Rutter’s for
lunch. I have a turkey sub, a handful of soft pretzel bites and a Sprite. It is hot
today, so we fill our Camelbaks and bottles with ice and water before getting
back on the road.
For most of this trip, the entire way across the nation, it seems that
automobile drivers have been very courteous, giving us an ample amount of
space as they pass on the road. I can tell we are back in Pennsylvania,
because many of the drivers here are pretty rude, passing entirely too close to
be safe, seemingly intentional at times. I try not to let it bother me too much
and enjoy the lush, green farmland and forest scenery that we are passing
through, but dealing with ignorant motorists is starting to draw out a little of my
east coast rage. My mood is also becoming somewhat melancholy just from
knowing that this trip will soon be over.
We push another 23 miles to our intended destination for the day, York
and realize that it is only 1:45. We figure we can easily cover another 24 miles to
make it to Lancaster, so we decide to reserve a room there for the night. The
Holiday Inn is not too far off our route, and Curt uses his phone to reserve a room

there. After double-checking the reservation, Curt realizes that he mistakenly
made the reservation at a Holiday Inn in Lancaster, England! The next half hour
is spent making sure that Curt can cancel that reservation without a financial
penalty, and switching the reservation to the correct Holiday Inn, in Lancaster,
PA.
The rest of our ride consists of many more rolling hills, and one long bridge
over the Susquehanna River, about midway between York and Lancaster. We
easily find the hotel in Lancaster, which has been newly remodeled. We feel a
little out of place walking into a brand new hotel lobby with our mud covered
bikes, smelling like gym class. We get checked in, take the elevator up to the
tenth floor, get showers, and get our laundry started, down on the sixth floor.
We wait long enough to move our clothes from the washer to the dryer before
heading to dinner.

After debating our food options, we decide to go to the closest place,
and walk across the street from the hotel to the Federal Taphouse for dinner. I
start with a hummus plate and a Purple Monkey Dishwasher by Evil Genius, a
stout. Then I have a bison burger with garlic and bleu cheese fries. An internet
search tells us that Penny’s Ice Cream is only a couple blocks away, so we head
there for a dish of maple walnut combined with toasted coconut.

We get back to the hotel to find a hand-written note on the clothes dryer
complaining that we took too long to remove our laundry. I figure if it bothered
someone that much, they could have removed our stuff themselves and just set
it aside. We take our clothes back up to the room, sort, fold, and pack up for
tomorrow.
Curt and I have both been texting with Dan, who is planning on meeting
up with us somewhere around Norristown tomorrow. He will join us for the ride to
Glassboro, NJ, where he has already reserved a hotel room for the three of us.
He is also planning on riding the entire next and final day of our trip to Cape
May. From there we will head to his parents’ place in Avalon, where we will be
spending the night before heading back home. I’m excited to be this close to
meeting our goal, a little sad that the trip will soon be over, and tired from a big
dinner after a hot day of riding. I fall asleep before 9:00.
Day 36 – Monday, 01 July 2019
Lancaster, PA to Glassboro, NJ

102.84 miles

I sleep about five extra minutes past our typical 5:00 alarm. As I am
making my final packing arrangements, I notice that Curt is waiting in the
doorway, helmet on, ready to push his bike into the hallway, with a grin on his
face. For the first time on this trip he is ready before me, having done some of
his morning preparation, such as filling his water bottles, last night after I fell
asleep. Since there is no breakfast included with this hotel stay, we hit the road
about ten minutes before 6:00, and ride a little over two miles to the Bridgeport
Family Restaurant.
We get to the restaurant not too long after it has just opened for business.
The woman at the next table, who works at the local laundromat, talks to us for
quite a bit while we wait for our food. After a good meal of sausage, eggs,
potatoes, French toast, and coffee, we chat with another couple of older
gentlemen before getting back on the road.

Our morning is once again filled with riding up and down Pennsylvania
rolling hills. After about 28 miles we come to a detour because of road
construction on PA-23. We follow PA-401 briefly, but decide to bounce back
over to PA-23 on a side road, instead of staying on the officially posted detour.
This is nice for a while, as most of the vehicular traffic is following the posted
detour, and for a short time the road we are on is less heavily traveled.
Just before we get to Phoenixville, we stop at O’Grady’s Family Restaurant
for a second breakfast of Sausage, eggs, toast, coffee, and orange juice. We
talk with Dan, who is getting dropped off just northeast of Philadelphia, He is
going to follow our planned route in the opposite direction until we cross paths.
In three more miles, we get on the Schuylkill River Trail and follow it until we
meet up with Dan just outside Manayunk.

The trail takes us into Philadelphia, where we then take city streets, mostly on
designated bike lanes. There is a certain intensity that comes with riding in city
traffic, and we all just want to keep moving and get this part of the trip over with.
At one point a city bus pulls over into the bike lane and stops. We keep rolling
alongside the right side of the bus, not realizing that this was an actual bus stop,
and the doors opened and passengers began to exit just as we passed by. This
unfortunately leads to a minor verbal altercation with a woman exiting the bus.
I apologize profusely, admitting that we were in the wrong, taking full

responsibility, as Curt and Dan were only following my lead. This is not enough to
defuse the situation and the woman gives me a very dirty look as shakes her fist
at me. Not knowing what else to do, I apologize again, and we ride away. This
mood is contradictory to anything else I’ve experienced on this trip, and I
cannot wait to get out of the city and back into some type of rural setting.
We cross the Ben Franklin Bridge into Camden, New Jersey, where we stop
to film Curt’s final state line crossing burpee video. From here we let Dan lead
the way through a few shady areas of Camden, and on into Glassboro. He is
feeling pretty fresh, and without nearly as much weight on his bike as Curt and I,
so I need to keep reminding him to slow down the pace. About four miles
before we get to the hotel, I see a roadside sign that prompts a short detour off
course to Scoopy’s Ice Cream and Water Ice in Sewell.

Dan checks us in at the Marriot Courtyard in Glassboro, and somehow
gets the desk clerk to upgrade the room to a ridiculously large suite at no extra
cost. This is the most amount of space I’ve ever seen in a hotel room
environment. We get showers and walk a few blocks to Landmark Americana.
We split an order of brisket nachos and I feast on a full rack of baby back ribs
with asparagus, garlic mashed potatoes, and focaccia rolls. Afterwards we
walk to the Yogo Factory across the street from the hotel for a large dish of
chocolate and peanut butter frozen yogurt with chocolate and peanut butter

chips. Dan picks up a four-pack of Industrial Arts “Wrench” IPA on the way back
up to the room, and I split one with Curt.

We flip on the television for a bit, and realize that we really haven’t missed
watching it on this trip. We hang out and trade stories for a bit before turning in
for the night. Curt and Dan each take one of the beds in the bedroom, and I
opt for using my air mattress and sleeping bag on the living room floor, rather
than using the available pullout couch, which I assume would probably be
uncomfortable from previous experience.
Day 37 – Tuesday, 02 July 2019
Glassboro, NJ to Avalon, NJ

90.22 miles

I had set my alarm for 5:30 last night, but I have gotten so used to getting
up at 5:00 that when I wake up at 5:27 I have a brief moment of panic, thinking
that my alarm has malfunctioned. I wake Curt and Dan, who both jokingly
complain that I have robbed them of three extra minutes of sleep. We get our
gear packed on our bikes and get rolling at 6:10.
We leave the hotel and only ride about two blocks before stopping at
Angelo’s Glassboro Diner. After a hearty breakfast of sausage, eggs, homefries,
rye toast, coffee, and a corn muffin with butter, we get back on the road.

We ride for about 19 more miles before stopping at a Wawa in Buena so
Dan can refill his water bottles. In another 15 miles, our route takes us on a short
stretch of gravel road, and it is nice to be away from vehicular traffic. Curt
proudly points out that we have ridden some sort of unpaved terrain in every
state we have ridden through.

In Dennisville, after 46 miles, our route takes us right through the parking lot of
another Wawa, so we decide this would be a good place to stop for lunch. I
have a made-to-order turkey sub, a soft pretzel, and some iced tea. Curt gets in
contact with Karen, who is planning on getting to Cape May before us so she
can get some photos and video of us completing our journey. We are way
ahead of schedule, so we can relax our pace even more to give her time to get
ahead of us.

Another seven miles of road gets us to a paved bike path that takes us
into Cape May. We make our way to Sunset beach where Karen is waiting for
us along with Dan’s wife, Liz, and their oldest son, Jack. We realize that Sunset
Beach is actually on the Delaware Bay, not the Atlantic Ocean. Since our main
intent was to connect the Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean, we decide to
not venture onto the beach until we get to Avalon. It would cost around $13 for
us to hit the beach for a novelty photo in Cape May, but Dan’s parents, Morris
and Ruth are going to let us use their beach passes so that we can get on the
beach free of charge in Avalon.

After a brief stop for ice cream, Curt, Dan and I hop back on our bikes
and make the final journey to Dan’s parents’ place, about another 22 miles up

the Atlantic coast. This is all on paved roads, in traffic, and across a few narrow
bridges. With a tailwind, and the excitement of the end of the journey, we get
there rather quickly. Karen, Liz, and Jack are already there waiting, along with
Morris, Ruth, and Dan’s younger son, Logan. We decide to unload our bikes
before heading to the beach for our official big finale and photo opportunity.
Curt and I drag our bikes through the sand and out to the water while
Karen and Ruth take several pictures to commemorate the end of an epic
adventure. The combination of our commotion, our bicycles, and obviously
non-beach apparel cause several people on the beach to take interest in our
activity, and for a few moments we feel like celebrities.

We head back to Morris and Ruth’s where I use their outdoor shower to
get cleaned up. I have a minor emotional episode, and break down into tears.
It’s difficult to explain the elation of achieving a ridiculous goal, while at the
same time feeling depressed that it has ended, and frightened about the idea
of returning home to get back to “normal” life. For the last 37 days I have been

living my own fantasy, and now, in an instant, like an alarm clock waking me
from a vivid dream, it is over.

While dinner is being prepared, Morris shares some 12-year-old single malt
over some of his stories of his travels with Ruth around the country in their RV.
They have been to a lot of the same places we have just traveled through, and I
have visited on previous adventures. It feels good to spend this time with great
people with common interests. We enjoy a feast fit for kings including lobsters,
brats, baked potatoes, corn on-the-cob, shrimp, scallops, and a few beers. For
dessert we have cherry crumb and peach pie, and not too much late we walk
a few blocks to Buccaneer Ice Cream and Candy for a frozen treat to wrap up
the night.

Tomorrow, rather than getting on my bike and riding back to the Lehigh
Valley as I have debated since the beginning of the trip, I have decided to just

get in the car and drive back home with Curt and Karen. This exploit has
reached its conclusion, and there is no point in trying to prolong the inevitable. I
will return home, decompress, visit with family, and get ready to start planning
my next adventure.

